AVON SCHOOLS
BOWDOIN SENIOR
SOME SPECIAL
AN OLD TIME
RANGELEY AND
AND TEACHERS
A SUICIDE
LENTEN SERVICES
H. S. PROGRAM STRONG HAVE CUPS
The Avon schools w i'l commence

Amos Haggett, 22 yeans of

age, a

Rev. Charles Harbutt Superinten

Monday, April 17, with tin© fallowing senior at Bowdoim College, was found

The following program was given
by the pupils of the Phillips High
school/ in 1850 and was sent to the
late Mr. .Benjamin Butler by an old
friend of h-is, Mrs. Olive Parker, now
of Milwaukee, Wis., which, we think
will be of much interest to many
other readers of the Maine Woods,
as well a-s to the Old-tim-e friends:

Strong, April 12.—The annual prize
speak in-g contest was held in the
Methodist churCh last Friday even
ing, April 7, with) the following pro
gram :

dent of the Congregational
teacliors:
Cushman, Miss
Minnie dead on thie piazza of a summer
Buker; Wortluley, Miss Ruth Turner; cottage at New Meadows River, West
Missionary Society of Maine
Mile Square, Miss Helen
Sanborn.; Baith, last Thursday by Bari Donnell
Will Be One of the
with a bullet bole in his right temM usdci
Mi Bine. Miss Belle Phillips.
pte.
A mirror was clasped in his
Speakers. /
The Perfect Tribute,
left 'hand and a revolver in his right.
Susie B. Stewart
Donnell saw Haggett leaning aSUBSCRIBE
NOW FOR M A I N E
Spartacus to the Gladiators,
gainst the cottage at 11 o’clock im There will be special Lenten ser
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Cecil F. Thompson,
WOODS. $1.50 A YEAR.
the tore noon, at 1 o’clock in the vices at the Union church next week,
Bobby Shafto,
Dorii-s C. Brown
Prayer,
Rev.
J.
Hawks,
Jr.
beginning Sunday evening, when the
The Dreamers,
Reynold Graffiam
Music
pastor will speak on the
subject,
Music
Salutatory
Oration
in
Latin,
“ Shall Germany Rule
the United
H. L. Whitcomb The Hundred and Oneth,
States?”
Marion E. Richardson
j Declamation—The Roman Soldier,
The meetings- will continue on
R. F. Brett Toussaint L 'Ouvertu-re,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Dcai M. PaM’sbury
Dialogue—The Girdiron,
Friday evenings.
A Pathetic Incident of tli-e
<C. B. Brett, B. M. Eastman,
For the meeting® on Tuesday and
Relbellio ,
Zera Batohekle-r
P. Newman, Welc
Wednesday evenings it is hoped that Declamation—Rienzi’s Address to
Tine Battle of Bannockburn,
Rev. J. S. Pendleton of the Baptist
MiLford Richardson
the Romans,
D. L. Norton
church o f Farmington will be the
Music
Music
speaker.
Mr. Pendleton is a stir Declamation—Speech of Colonel
Decision of the Judges
ring, wide awake, young man, who is
T.lne church was crowded to a limit
Bis sell on the Dissolution
proving himself the right man for Hie
of the Union,
H. M. Butterfield and the audience was full of enthus
needs of Farmington.
iasm over each speaker who did cred
Dialogue—The Yankee Marksman,
After
For the meetings Thursday and Firi
J. Wilbur, F. M. Bveleth it to tine different schools.
careful consideration on the part of
day evenings Rev. Chas. Hanbutt of Declamation—The Sailor Boy,
Portland, Supt. of the Congregational
F. M. Lufkin the judges the prize for the best girl
W hen you buy your .2 2 calibre
speaker wag awarded to Miss Marion
Missionary
Society
cf
Main©
is
ex*Declamation—Extract
from
Judge
r i f le — r e p e a t e r or s in g le s h o t — be
Richardson of Strong and for the best
pacted as the speakerv Mr. Har
Story’s Discourse in Com
HF
guided b y th e e x a m p le o f th e c r a c k boy speaker to Don M. PilLsbu-ry of
butt is already we’ l and favorably
memoration of the First
r
shots and the growing majority of rifle!
Rangeley.
known in Phillips and all who attend
Settlement of Salem,
users. Get a real gun— a R e m in g to n -U M C .
The judges were, Principal' Wilbert
are sure o f hearing something worth
G. L. Kempton
Go see the dealer who displays the R e d B all I
G. Mallet, Farmington Normal school
while
from
luim.
'Music
Mark o f R em ington-(JM C . Your sign of Sportsmen's [
Sub-master Preston S. Moulton, Ab
Make your plane to attend these ^Declamation— Speech) of Moses L.
Headquarters— the Rem ington-UM C arms you want
bott
school; Mrs. Rcscoe L. West,
Appleton
on
the
Death
of
meetings, and do not come alone,
to own, and the ammunition you ought to have.
Excellent
<jen. Taylor,
J. W. Butterfield Farmington High- school.
bring
others
with.
you.
To keep fo u r pun c lo a n e d and lu b rica te d r i g h t use R a m Oil
music wa® furnished by Dyer's or
Dialogue—Col. Walsingham, E. T.
tk« oow pow der oolvont, rust p re v e n ta tiv e , a n d pun lu b rica n t.
chestra.
After the prizes were aBonney, B. M. Eastman,
Remington A rm s-Union
G. L. Kempton warded a -reception and dance was
Metallic Cartridge Co.
held in Luce’s hall.
Declamation—Lawyer’s Plea in
299 Broadway. New YorS
the Trial of “ Roaring
RaLph’’,
C. B. Brett for a $19 bill for printing done for
IDeclamation—The Maniac,
Knowles by a city charitable institu
P. Newman tion.
City Collector Curley ' has the
Rare Sight Reported by Willi
Music
biLl and as soon as he learns
Declamation— Extract from
Knowles’ address, will send it to him.
Hutchins
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
Shakespeare’s King Henry
HOTEL BLANCHARD
The work was done Jaaiuary 21,
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
4tli,
E. T. Bonney 1914, and consisted of two lots cf
STRATTON MAINE
(Special to M ain e W oods.)
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
Dialogue—Pat and the Lawyer,
500 placards.
The
institution in
la :be center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Kinigfield, April 10.—A large bull
H.M. Butterfield, Joel Wilbur question depends for its maintenance
Section. Write for booklet.
moose was seen Tuesday
evening, Declamation—The Seminole’s
W rite for booklet.
ciMefiliy upon receipts from work of
W ESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop., April 4, along Stanley Brook back of
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
Reply,
E. M. Eveleth this kind.
STRATTON’ MAINE,
E. H. GROSE. Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Maine
Frank Thompson’s and George Rich Greek Declamation—Anacreon to
In sending the bill to the collector
ard ’ s houses.
Willi Hutchins was
his
Lyre,
H. L. Whitcomb far collection, the head of the institu
the first to see him and report to the
,
Music
tion wrote as follows:
people in that vicinity who very soon De clam at ion—Spart icus,
“ Enclosed find bill covering charg
were enjoying the rare sight, some
B. M. Eastman es by this institution.
I am asking
with a field glass which brought the Dialogue—The Yankee Landlord,
that you put one of ycur mien on it.
great shaggy
animal with
wiide
C. B. Brett, H. W. Dow You will note that this bill is again-st
Mountain V ie w , M aine
spreading antlers very close to view. Declamation—Hopkins’ Vindication
Joseph Knowles' of the Maine woods.
F or fa rth e r p a rtic u la r s w r ite or ad d res s
g: After offering a good exhibition for
of Spain,
J. B. Smith His last knewn address was
the
some time the moose leisurely pass
Music
Copley-Plaza, but from
information
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
ed over the brook into the adjoining Declamation—'Speech of Anson
recently secured, I believe he is dis
Mountain V iew ,
*
*
»
M a in e . % woods. -Next morning he was seen,
Burlingame,
H. O. Butterfield porting himself at the present time
K
* "
w
*
, jL), j . .
- - i n-rrny r - ^ again near W. D. French’s cottage on A Comedy—The Dead Shot, Miss
in the California wilds.
V ose Mountain.
C. Winsbip, Miss M. J. Win“ I do not knew what you can do
-shiip, C. B. Brett, R. F. Brett,
about this particular charge.
Per
J.
B.
Smith,
H.
L.
Whitcomb
haps
Knowles
may
return
to
his
na
afternoon, and at 5 o ’clock in the
tive haunts and practice some of his
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and evening.
At 5 o ’clock, since h-e had Declamation— Speech, of E. L.
Keyes,
B. Butler original stunts cm the Boston Com
beam, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc.
Excellent cuisine. Post Office seen the man in tine same position
indLong Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
Music
mon.
We may then be able to force
three times' at such long intervals, he
tadother information, write
_
__
Declamation—The Dream of Eugene payment by putting an assignment on
CD. GRANT (EL S O N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t s Me. investigated and found that he was
Aran ,
D. K. Harlow, Strong Ms bear skim.—'Boston Herald.
dead.
Dr. Frank N.
Whittier of
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
Dialogue—Gruff
and1the Dandy,
Brunswick, a
Cumberland county
C. B. Brett, P. Newman
FEDERATED CHURCH,
medical examiner, was called, since
Dr. -Morin wais out of the city, and Declaimation—Absalom,
E. G. Heath, Salem
BALD M O U N T A I N C A M P S B“,a
he expressed tine opinion that it was
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
-Music
BalcfMountain Camp* are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on M ^ e l o o k m e gj a clear case o f suicide.
Calendar for week ending April
Declamation—'Corwin against the
antic Lake. Nearthe best fishinx x rou n d s. First class ste a m b o a t
A u to
%
According to
infonmjatioai
from
>*d to camps—Telephone co n n e ctio n s—T w o m ails d a ily —W tite fo r free circular.
jjgj
-Mexican War,
H. L. Wbitcoml SS.
fellow classmates o f Haggett at Bow
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald M ountain, Maine
jj£
Sunday, April 16: 10.45.—Morning
doin, he has been
despondent for Dialogue from King Richard 3rd.
Serraoai, “ The Measure of
Scene One:
Miss L. H. Orahe, worship.
some time, although he appeared to
IV.
12.10.—(Sunday
Fayette; H. O. Butterfield, B. M. Christ’s Love.
bo in the best o f spirits when he
school'.
7.30.—'Special Lenten ser
Eastman.
told som© o f the boys that he was go
Music by Choral Club.
Ad
Seen© Two:
B. Butler, H.
O. vice.
ing to take tlie 3.20 car for Bath.
dress,
“
Shall
Germany
Rule
Amer
Butterfield, S. Bailey,
C.
B.
He returned to college only this
Brett, F. E. Brett, R. F. Brett, E. ica?"
week after being out for about four
Special Lenten services will be
T. Bonney, H. M. Butterfield, C.
weeks, owing to illness in h-is fam
W. Carr, H. W. Dow, .J D. Down held on the evening® of Tuesday,
ily.
lie has seemed -somewhat de
ing, B. M. Eastman, F. M. Eve- Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
pressed for several months past. He
letli, W. T. Good win, E. G. Speakers to be announced.
had an ill turn last December from
Heath-, G. L. Kemptor, P. New
which he has never recovered, al
man, J. B. Smith, R. Toothaker, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
though h-e has been under the care
B. M. Robbins, Joel Wilbur, Miss
of a specialist.
Haggett was a
L. H. Crane.
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy^ of access member o f the Alpha Delta Phi fra
Bessie F. Crowell, nastor.
Valedictory,
R. F. Brett
Dd nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Sunday, April 16.—Morning wc-r-*
ternity and he was the leader im all
Music
ship, 10.45.
Sermon by Rev. J. P. .
He
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small gam e are very social events o f that society.
Barrett of West Farmington.
Sun
was manager o f his class football
abundant.
day sclhiocl, 12.
Junior League, 3.
AFTER KNOWLES' HIDE
team in b is sophomore year. He wa-a
Epworth League devotional meeting,
-held in highest esteem by fellow
Non-resident hunting license lee only S I 5.00
Subject, “Getting Along with
The famous bear skin that was 17.
students and members of the faculty
Gospel service
brought out of the dense Maine Disagreeable Fcf.iks.”
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for alike.
-Mr! H-aggett was a roommate and weeds by Joe Knowles, who entered of song and praise- led by Mr. Bar
k°°klet with map.
also a -classmate of Lew M. Noble, the woods in his bare skin and lived rett, 7.30.
Thursday, April 20.—Midweek pray
F’ N. BEAL, General Manager,
PhilliPs’ Maine and the sad affair has cast a gloom on and with nature fo-r a month, may
be attached by the City of Boston er meeting, 7.30.
over the entire college.
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Mountain View House |

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps

I

§

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region
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front cf mie, and each. of the trio per
sonally showed mie the method on
the trout streams. Harris and Keene
always carried their fly rods tip first,
and I have seen both these experts
along the ’■Streams many times dur
By Charles Bradford
ing many years of personal fishing
Joint your rod only when you reach
if you want personal and p ositive infor
with both of these Anglers. However,
tire place of angling, and take it Dr. Conyngiham mjust not be denied
mation as to how delightful Prince Albert
apart again when yon are ready to his view on the subject.
Ju.st a,s
really is, smoked in a jim m y pipe or rolled into
leave the water for catnip, uinlesis' the there are famous wing shots who
the best makin’s cigarette you ever set-fire-to i
camp is on the edge of the lake or shoot with one eye closed and other
stream.
When angling along thickly experts who give trigger with both
For, Prince Albert has a wonderful message
wooded hanks, carry the rod in front eyes Open, so in angling, there are
of pipe-peace and makin's peace for every
of you, tip first,
pointing the tip many practiced hands who disagree
man.
It will revolutionise your smoke ideas
through the hushes you penetrate; on the various ways and means in
never puli it after yen.
Fasten the I|fishing.
and
ideals.
The patented process fixes
I favor keeping my tip in
hook on one of the reel bans, and front of me, and while I shall never
that — and cuts out bite and parch!
then thrust the rod’s tip through the change this method, I refrain from
branches or shrubbery ahead of you condemning Dr. Conyng,ham’s conr
when you move along, cast! g here trasitic way of
carrying his' tip.
and there.
This, is not necessary Charles Zibeon Southard, author of
when one only moves a step or two, “ Trout Fly-fishing in America,” afor then, if there be open space, the gnees with both the Doctor and me.
rod and line may be held clear of the He advises carrying the tip ahead
underbrush and branches.
In all in the open, and behind in the brush.
cases keep the rod ahead of you.
When disjointed, the nod pieces may V A L U E D C O R R E S P O N D E N T
FOR
be held together by small rubber
M ANY YEARS.
bands until the rod case is made use
of, but don’t lay the rod away with
Ridlonvilile, Me., March 31, 1916.
the rubber bandsi intact, as the rub
ber will bead the tip out of shape, Tc the Editor of Maine Woods:
Enclosed please find $2 for which
dislodge the wood coating, disturb
idle whipping, and tarnish the fer please send Maine, Woods to Elton
rule®. Dr. E. F. Cornynghem of Bon Raye, Mexico, Me., and Stephen
ner, Mont., doesn’t like my notion of Gates, 2 Prospect Ave, Rumford, Me.
is so friendly to your tongue and taste that
carrying the rod tip first. The Doctor
My relations with your paper date
it is mighty easy to get acquainted with.
says he favors carrying it butt first back to mid-summer 1909, when I
Y o u ’ll like every pipeful or cigarette better
■with the tip trailing behind. “ I have handed Mr. Bracket my first write up
than the last because it is so cool and
fished with a fly for trout and sal for its columns, for which he immed
fragrant
and long-burning.
Y o u ’ll just sit
mon nearly forty years in Europe iately placed me on the list as, a
and tkd® continent,” says the Doctor, complimentary subscriber and I am
back and ponder w h y you have kept away
“ and never yet saw an expert Angler happy to say X have held that posit
from such joy'us smokings for so long a time 1
carry a rod in the way described by ion to date, and am also 'happy to
Mr. Bradford. That is just the prop say I have put in a good many hours
Men, w e tell you Prince Albert is all w e claim
er caper to break top®'.
The rod in writing for its columns during that
for it. Y o u ’ll understand just how different
going through brush should be car time, and have been guilty of plac
our patented process makes Prince Albert
ried! butt forward;,' then the tip will ing quite a number of good sports
quick as you smoke it !
trail as easily as the tail on a. dog, men on your list which has been a
great
pleasure
to
me.
and furthermore, you can walk at
Buy Prince A lbert everyw here tobacco is s o ld : in
loppy red bags, 5 c ; tidy red tins, 1 0 c ; handsome
Mr. Raye run® one of the large
good speed without interference. In
pound and half pound tin humidors and in pound
my many years of fly fishing I have engines at the Oxford mill.
He is
crystal-glass humidors with sponge-m oistener tops
that keep the tobacco in suck prime condition.
had one broken tip; a woman, knock a young sport with bright prospects
Mr. Raye is yet in, his
ed it down and stepped cn it. Luck ahead.
On ike reverse side of this tidy red tin
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
ily it was laneewood, so I could re 'teens, but .last season he took in his
yon will read: “ Process Patented July
30th,
1907,”
which
has
made
three
men
pair it.
What would have -been my limit of deer.
smoke pipes where one smoked before!
Mr. Gates is a great lover-of cutpredicament had the rod been of
split bamboo?”
Very good, Doctor. door sports and is very well versed
I may be wrong but, I learned my iu chemistry in which he hold® an
There are miles of this
of gut in. the trout’s jaws. The Ang Haynes.
B E T W E E N B IT E S
way from my fathers of the angle— honorable position with th© Oxford
ler should acquire the habit of strik asbestos rock in this township and
Seth Green, John Harrington Keene, mill.
ing from the reel, i. e., without hold*- so far as known it is the only bed
By Charles Bradford
Frederick Mather, William C. Harris
Yours respectfully,
ing the lane in the hand.
Many in the state.
ANGLING AND NATURE. “Asso old fishermen preer holding the
et al.—when I was being taught first
Emerson P. Bartlett.
ciation with men of the world nar line
lessons in fly-fishing. Seth Green,,
when striking,
but
it
is
Leroy D. Moulton, the popular head
John Keene and Harris personally ad S U B SC R IB E N O W
FOR
M A IN E rows the heart; comm uinicin with na likely to result in a breakage of the
ture expands it.”—Jean Paul Richter. gut.” —F. M. Halford, The Dry-fly clerk at the Falmouth Hotel, Port
W OODS.
vised me to carry the fly rod tip in
SECRET OF ANGLING.—“ Fishing Man’s Handbook.
“Personally I nev land, has been elected Exalted Ruler
ii more than catchamg.
Its pleasures er ‘strike from the reel’ . . because less of the Portland Lodge of Ediks. Mr.
^iiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiuiininiiiiiimiiiimnmiimiiimmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiiiiimimimmniiiiiiimmimiMiiiiiimimimiiiMiiiiiiimininimiimmiiitiniiiiiimiimmi.
are the whole outdoors.
Appreciat control is had over the line, likewise Moulton also holds the position of
ion i® the secret of the lure.” -—Theo- the fish.’ ’—Charles Zibeom Southard, the president of tlie National Greet
dore Mackliu.
Trout Fly-Fishing in America, i fav ers’ Association of America to which
OLD ANGLING BOOKS.—1486— j or Mr Halford’s method-—“ strike frcir he was elected last year. Mr. Moul
The Booke of St. Albans; by Dame the reel” —in fly-fishing and in weak- ton has a wide circle cf friends and
1590— Booke of fish fishing with light tackle. In hea is universally popular.
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best | Juliana Berners.
Fishing with Hook and Lin©; by vy bait fishing, Mr. Southard's strike
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | Leonard Mascall.
1596—Hawking, with the “hand-held line” suits me.
One of th© young lady clerks in
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
Hunting, Fowling and Fishing; by W.
who recently
STRIKING AND HOOKIiNG—Noth- the • iState House,
C. Faukener.
1606— Booke of Angl Lnsr is more difficult to learn about found a dead mouse in her desk, is
ing or Fishing; by Samuel Gardner, fly-fishing than the art cf striking or aJsiq trying for a bounty, although
D. D. 1651—Art of Angling;
by hooking the game.
sh© is making a friend do tlie real
Thomas Barker (the second edition
work.
The case as it now stands
SHADOWLESS
ANGLING.—Neve®
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
of this book, published in 1657, was
; let your shadow fall upon the angling is to prove that the wild tilling was
issued under the title of Barker’s De
Sus
water.
Keep the sun in front of legally killed, in open time.
light). 1652—Young Sportsman’s De j you.
picion ha® been aroused that the
light and instructor in Angling, et©.;
creature was illegally snared by the
CALMNESS IN ANGLING—Don’t
by Gervase Markham.
1653—The
gir's in her
department and the
hurry
a
large
fish.
Subdue
him
as
Compleat Angler, or the ContemipilatPHILLIPS,
&
M A IN E
friend is doubtful of collecting. Other
ive Man’s Recreation, etc.; by Izaaik far from you as possible.
friends .have suggested that it be do
Walton (the second edition, almost
nated to the State Museum.
rewritten by tlie author, appeared in
1655). 1662— Experienced Angler, or
Every Issue of Maine Woods oar
Angling improved; by Robert Venab
ries
a Fresh W h iff
of the Pine
les.
1676—Angler® Delight, etc.;!
Tree State w ith it.
W hy Not Sub
by William Gilbert.
1681—Angler’s
Vade Mecum; by Chatham. 1682—
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
Elijah Grover Hall of Bingham, a
Complete Trcliler; by Nobles. 1696—
th e Y q a r retired lumberman, was a recent
The True Art of Angling; by J. S.
STjRIKE FROM THE REEL OR visitor at the State House and left
HAND?— “Tihie strike must be made with Frank H. Sterling, clerk of the THE CABIN B 0 4 T PRIMER
with sufficient force and no more. state board- qf assessors, with in
H IS is a very in
If insufficient, the hook will not penr struction® that he turn it over to the
teresting and in
THE
etrate far enough to hold the fish in statja museum', a fine specimen of structive book on mak
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
asbiesto®
reek.
This
specimen
was
its subsequent struggles, and if ti e
boats, etc. It tells
P R IM E R
Range 5, row
force is excessive the gut will break taken from Township
of the various streams
Bingham’s
Kennebec
river,
belong
one can trip on with a
at its weakest point, and leave the
fly and possibly one or more strands ing to tb© estate of J. Manchester cabin boat, how to

CARRYING

THE ROD

1 r y it y p u r s e

the national joy smoke

I

A REAL BARGAIN

|

$3,000

[

|

MAINE WOODS,

]

PROLONG YOUR VACATION

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

by having the

M A IN E W O O D S '

T

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

N am e....................................................................................... ...................
A d d ress--.......................................................
State

..............................................................

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w om an
go! ng
B o s to n
to
w o rk
or
*tv » 0
a n y la d y g o in g to B o o t * *
p le a s u r e o r on •
o lio p p tn g
t r i p w i t h o u t m a le oo c o ct
fin d t h e

Franklin Square
House
a d e l i g h t f u l p la c o to e to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h o h e a r t of
B o s to n
e x c lu s i v e l y
fo r w «
m en.
630 r o o m s , s a f e , c o m
f o r t s b ie c o n v e n i e n t o f aceoos
p r lo e s r e a s o n a b le .
Fo r par
O c u la r s a n d
p r le o a a d d r * * «

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mas*

equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:

Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat. 'I he Cabin Beat’s Equipment,
Furnishings and Furniture. Odds and Ends ol
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender. The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expen-t s. Cabin Boating Waters, Maps an®
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating- at Night and in
Fogs. Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Land nes, Troubles. Care
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money, On Making
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
Hunting-, Traps and Trapping, fish and Fishing.
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cab»
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S1.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
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IN THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
A Tale of the Canadian Border
Written for Maine Woods, By Bruce Stewart
(Continued fro m last w eek.)

The girl shivered.
"Philip, you don’t know out- Com
mission; they are just men, but hard
men. You have disobeyed the Laws
many times, and they wiilil show you
no mercy. You must go.”
But the Indian was obdurate. Once
again the man and the girl, chess
men in the bands of Fate, found
their positions reversed.
The girl
lagged him to escape, the Indian in
sisted on staying.
In the end he
won, and the girl found she would
not have been content to have it
otherwise.
"I -will go back at once for the
test of the pack,” lie said, ‘‘acnd as
scon as you are able we will go the
Commissioners and settle matters in
sane way.
I will be back by this
time tomorrow night.”
He bent over lier for a moment,
turning her face up to hi a, then
moved noiselessly to the window
and out through it into the night.
Chapter VI.
THE S E TTLE M E N T.

Marcia eat in the big chair after
Lamente had gone, looked into the
glowing coals and waited for the
wardens to come as she knew they
would when the Indian did not return
to the kitchen.
She had not long
to wait before there came a knock
it the door and in answer to her
'Cc*ne in’*, Johnson stepped into the
room.
He cast one swift glance
iround the room.
“Where is Lamonte?” he demand
ed.
“He has gone back for the pack
we had to leave when I got hurt,”
said Marcia and braced herself for
the outburst she knew would follow.
For an instant the warden was
speechless, then he broke out in a
torrent of upbraidings.
When he
lad talked himself out, Marcia con
tinued:
‘‘He will be back at this
time tomorrow night, and by
the

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
We have for sale and for rent for
theseason of 1916, several cottages all
furnished in good locations on RangeleyLake and other localities in RangeleyLakes Region.
Local agents for the following kinds
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident,
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Bur
glary, Postal and Tourists’ Baggage.
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
avoid the embarrassment of calling on
your friends.
FURBISH & HERRICK.
Rangeley Trust Company Building,
Rangeley, Maine.

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILRSAD
T IM ti T A B L E

In Effect, December 13, 1915.
?\RtiINGTOM Passenger Trains leavo Farmttfon for Phillips. Rangeley and Bigelow, at
5-15P. M., and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas!eiger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A.. M.
nd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow a t 2.10
f.M,
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at
1LWA. M.

STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
(tornPhillips at 6.23 \. M.. and from Phillips and
S»n?eleyat 1.34 P. M., and fio m Bigelow at 1.15
M., and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
MlP. SJ. P iisun ger trains leave S tron g for
hrmington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M. S’or P hillirs and Range^ at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2 00 P. M. and
toKingfield at 5.50 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M.
’idfrom Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farmat 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
r' M.and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
’RlLLlPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmingh®at6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
’•15P M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm">«on at 12.55 P.»M. and 6.10 P. M. From Range'•Jat 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A .
K. Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farrni#tton at 2 15 P. M.
r‘ANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm■itton at 10.40 A. M .and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4c P. M.
>ndleaves at 7,30 A . M.
Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at
-50P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
SINGFIELI) MixedTrain leaves for B igelow at
5 A. M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at
;!-30 A. M., and passenger train arrives from
%elow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
srFarmington at 12.30.
BIGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
;;915 A. M., and departs fo r Kingfield and
'Vmington at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train ar' ?Mfrom Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
l)tKingfield at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
Phillip?, Maine.

next day or th© day after that we
shall start for Augusta. ’’
“ Come back at this time tomorrow
night!
A lot hie wiill!” stormed
Johnson.
‘‘I might have known a
girl would make a mess o f the whole
thing.
No one but a fool or a wo
man would have trusted a word that
damned, outlaw said.
Sohollard and
I ought to have taken him over at
once and paid no attention to you,
but it is useless to chase him now,
he’s half way to the Line by this
time.
A nice time you’ll have settl
ing this with the Old Man when you
get to the Office!
And Schallard
and I will came in for our share,
you bet!
Damn the lu ck !” And he
went out slamming the door vicious
ly behind him.
Marcia tumbled herself into the
great four-posted bed as soon as she
could and never k.aew another tiling
ti1! Mrs. Maxim called her the next
morning.
That worthy matron had
evidently heard the whole story from
Johnson and she was inclined to
scold Marcia in consequence, so that
Marcia did not have a pleasant time
of it.
The girl would not leave lier rocm
and passed a lonelily day in the big
chair.
in fancy she could see La
monte tramping over the crust all
those weary miles back to the scene
of the accident.
Once or twice a
hateful little imp suggested to her
that perhaps Johnson
was .right,
perhaps the Indian was playing false
aDd would not come back, but she
would not have it so. He had kept
Ms word to her from, the first and lie
would not break it now.
,
Night came and tine hours dragged
even more slowly.
SchoLlard had
gone, but in the evening Johnson
came to harra.s® her again.
To his
accusation s and upbraid ings she had
but one reply,— “ Lamonte will, be
back here tonight.”
“ Not by a long shot, he is no fool
and lie won’t come back here, nor
this side o f the Line for a while.
Tine fellow that said there was no
good Indian but a dead one knew
what he was talking about, and it is
a pity someone had not made La
monte good years ago.
The sooner
his kind of cattlie are wiped o ff the
face o f the earth the better.”
Johnson Settled himself in
the
chimney com er and sulked.
It was
not pleasant to think o f the acid
tilings the Commissioners would say
when they learned the proceedings
of the previous evening.
Ten o’clock came and no Lamonte;
quarter past ten, and still he did not
come.
It seemed to Marcia as if
she should stifle.
The vibration cf
the half-hour stroke had not died away when the door swung noiselessly
open and Lamonte walked in.
He
stepped wearily and lifelessly as a
man that moved by sheer force of
will, and without seeing the warden
lie crossed to Murcia, flung himself
down on the m g and buried his
bead in her lap drawing lier hands
to him.
‘ ‘Miss Lawson, you were right. It
won’t take hand cuffs to get Philip
Lamonte safe to Augusta this timie.
Goodnight.”
And he was gone.
How long they sat without sneak
ing before the fire. Marcia could not
have said. Mrs. Maxim, conning in
to the room just before midnight ~to
see if Marcia had everything she
wished for bli-e night, .found them still
as the warden had left them, the
man sleeping peacefully with n haLfsmile on has lips and tine girl’s (hand
pressed under his cheek.
Perhaps
Johnson had prepared her for what
she w'ould find, at any rate Mrs. Max
im evinced no surprise, but put lier
hand on Marcia’s Lead .saying:
“ My dear girl, you ought to have
been in bed hours ago, you will tire
year self all out, and What will the
doctor say if lie comes tomorrow
and finds you sick? Just turn this
young man over to m© and let me
put him upstair's, he is just worn
out and he will catch, his death of
cold sitting on the floor! ”
In lier motherly way she bustled
Lamonte away to the upper regions
of the roomy farm-house and came
back to put Marcia to bed.
Marcia woke early the next morn
ing and lay in the depths o f Mrs.

W ith Electric Starter and E le c tr ic Lights
Four Inch Tires

A Powerful
Motor

Here is the car that all America has waited for.
Here is the car that all
— faster than we can produce.

America

is buying1

You've got to have a car.
But you don’ t have to pay a large price.
Nor
do you have to be satisfied with a small, uncomfort
able car which keeps you in a state of mental dissat
isfaction and physical discomfirt.

Electrically
Started

The $615 Overland solves the problemSeats five comfortably— no crowding or jamming.
Cantilever rear springs—

Electrically
Lighted

Soft, deep upholstery built up over long
springs—
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And four-inch tires
These features make it ride easier than many of
the big high-priced cars.
It has a powerful- and snappy en bloc motor—
Is electrically started and electrically lighted—
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Complete

Has electric control buttons on steering column—
And all the very latest touches of up-to-dateness
and refinement.
It is light and economical, but with good style,
beautiful finish and phenomenal riding comfort.
Only $615.

Unusually

And that's complete.
Nothing extra to buy.

Large Tires

Everything

You’ ve got to have a car.

with it.

Order this Overland.

S. G . H A L E Y , A g e n t
P hillips, M e .
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The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
“ M ade in U .

Maxim’s feather-bed waiting for the
household to begin to stir.
Her
ankle palmed her severefliy and eke
hoped that the doctor, who had fail
ed to make hj.s appearance the day
before, would come darting the mora
llyg. Mrs. Maxim soon, came with
th© kindlings, built the fire, and
when the room was warm once more
helped Marcia np.
In answer to
the girl’s questions she tcild her that
Johnson had already left and that
Lamonte .had rot yet come down.
Even ais they talked there was a
knock at the doer and he entered.
Mrs. Maxim greeted him civilly al
though it was easy to see that she
still regarded him as a black sheep
who would have to h aw many bleach,ings before lie assumed even a neut
ral tint to her eyes, and telling them
she would calL when, breakfast was
ready she went back to the kitchen.
Lamonte carried Marcia out to
breakfast and then back to her
room where the jovial old doctor
found them when he came just be
fore dinner.
Hie had seen, the war
dens and heard alii that they could
tell him.
He declared that, in spite
of the rough treatment she had giv
en it, the ankle w a s doing well and
that if Marcia would not use it in
walking she might start for heme on
tii© next day.
When Marcia asked
for has bill lie would give rncne.
“ I had a friend once—you look
much, Hike her.
She died in ’63
when I was down with Grant.’
He kissed Marcia a® he might have

S. A .”

a daughter and turning held out his
hand to Lamonte.
“Three days ago, Mr. Lamonte, I
would have agreed with anyone who
said you ware an outlaw and a
scoundrel without a particle cf good
in you.
I guess we old duffers Who
judge mien by a statute book made
a mistake, though, and this little
girl has opened our eyes to the
fact that there is some good in
everyone if we unlock tine right doer.
Next time you and the ‘Special
Warden’ come to this part of Maine
I shall expect you to call on me.”
After the doctor had gone, Marcia
and Lamonte spent the day talking,
there \va,s so much to say, so many
tangles to unravel, and Plans to
make.
Lamonte
easily explained
Low it happened Marcia had not
known him at first.
Tine nickname
“ Le Loup” had been given him b.y
some of the lumber camps and used
as an alias to confuse the wardens.
Both, Sandy and Pierre as well as
Mrs. Vaisihaw had used it on that
fateful evening and seeing that Mar
cia did not connect him with La
monte save as a fellow poacher, hie
had continued the deception fearing
that a disclosure of hi® real identity
would lesisien his Chances of winning
Marcia’s confidence.
The .fact that
the descriptions of Lamomte given by
the various wardens did not tally, and
were more or less highly colored
tended to make it mere easy for
him to carry out the idea, as, also,
did the fact that the Chairman had
spoken of him, as a Canadian, net as

an Indian.
Fearlessly the outlaw spoke of the
pending meeting with the Commis
sion and its outcome, but the girl
was not so confident as he. She had
•had experience with tine Commission,
realized more fully than her compan
ion th© magnitude of his offense as
it appeared to them, and was fearful
of the action they might take. She
wrote a dong letter to the Commis
sion teilling thorn that Lamonte was
coming to .headquarters of his own
free will, and that they would reach
thie office sometime during the next
few days, and
carefully refraining
from going into details,.
This she
sent to mail by Mr. Maxim, and knew
that it would reach the office at least
a few hours before she did. The fact
that he had given himself up would
be onie point in Lis favor, albeit a
trifle in comparison with his other
actions.
Something of her fore
bodings she tried to impart to La
monte, Loathe to let liis air-castles
reach perfection only to be shattered
by the decree of the officials, but
the Indian would not allow it.
“ At worst, Mam’selle,’’ hie said,
“ they can but imprison me for a few
months and what are, a few' months
when we have all the rest c f life ?
Since you can forgive the crime you
can forgive the punishment also, can
you not, Mam’sielie?
And I,—I am
not afraid of anything, save that I
shall lose you.
You are quite sure
that nothing will make any difference
Mam’s,©lie?”
(Continued on page six).
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

i. W . B rackett C o ,

A committee ba® been, appointed
Robert, the little son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carroll Noyes is ill with the by the King’s. Daughters, consisting
of Mrs Edward Greenwood, chairman,
pinkeye.
L. H. BRACKETT,
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Smith are re Mrs. J. W. Brackett, Miss Cora
Business Manager
ceiving congratulations, on the birth Wheeler and Mrs.. O. H. Hersey, to
of a little daughter last Sunday. The have charge of the cemetery work.
OUTING EDITIO N
infant is reported as quite ill. Mrs. Anyone wishing to have their lot
padres .............................................. $1.00 per year
N. J .. Hackett, who is a sister of cared for and furnishing funds for tduc
LOCAL E D ITIO N
Mrs. Smith, has been with her for a same can tcommiunLcate with Mrs.
IB and !0 p a n e s ................................ $1.50 per year
Greenwood.
The expense of caring
"Canadian, Maxican, Cuban and Panama sub day or two.
for
a
single
lot
i® $1.00 and; a deufbiie
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Mr. Frank Hcod will move his fam
5 cents extra.
ily to Rangeley soon where h.e will lot $2.00, and the Society will! be very
be employed by the Kemp ton- Lumber grateful for any contributions to gc
Entered as second class matter, January 21, Co.
Mr. Hoed begins this work into the general work of keeping the
•999. at the postoflice at Phillips. Maine, under
cemetery in good condition. The gen
about
the
20th of this month.
the A ct of March 3. 1879.
Miss Crowell of Portland, who eral cleaning -up for seme years past
Bessie F. has been in Charge of the King s
Ttui Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire visited her sister, Rev.
to Daughters and we think the expense
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp Crowell for a few days, returned
also .has been bourne by.th.em. We
us and Outing news, and the Franklin county her home Monday.
ocaily.
Carroll Knapp has partially made are very -sure that many people Who
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
the
trade to buy the A. G. Pe.rry live elsewhere and cannot care for
•nd game photographs from its readers.
but the tineir lots themselves will) gladly do
When ordering the address o your paper general store in Kingfield
hanged, please give the old as weiJ as new business is mot fully completed yet. nate .a small sum: to help carry on
ddress.
Mr. Knapp has been the efficient the good work.
Mrs. Jcihn Russell, was a recent
bookkeeper for the C. H. McKenzie
T H U R S D A Y , A P R I L 13, 1916.
Co., for the past eight years, and has guest of her mother, Mrs. Walker In
also assisted in clerking in the Farmington.
gentlemen’s department. Many friends
A card received from Mrs. Sarah
will regret the departure of the fam Lambert Prescott fr o m Miami, Fla.,
ily but will wish them success in says:
“ Here I am after a delightful
their new home and business.
trip to Porto Rico, Cuba, and the “ I®1<
Mrs. Nathaniel Toothakeir has been of Pines.’’
We sailed from New
quite ill for a week or two past. York the first of March. Our ocean
Easter cards and
novelties * at Plans were made for a surgical oper trip was nearly five days, never sick
ation but Mrs. Toot baker’s conditions for a moment.
I am delighted: with
Tootihaker’s cash, store.
have not permitted it as yet, al Porto Rico, like it much better than
George Bean will' receive a nice though she hlais been somewhat im I did Cuba.
We are now working
fresh stock of confectionery this proved in the past day or two. She our way home up through, the eastern
is cared for by Miss Wheaton, a part c f Florida.
We go to Palm
week.
trained nurse.
Beach tomorrow.’’
Joseph Han®com. passed the week-, The gentlemen who-were on the
A nice line of cameras and camera
supplies of all kinds at Floyd E. end with liis parents, Mr. and Mrs. committee for the meeting of Sher
Eben Hanscom. at Jay.
burne Chapter, O. E. S., gave the
Parker’s. "■
D, T. Libby and son, Harold are ladies a most enjoyable evening Wed
F. S. Haley, agent for the Max doing some interior work on D. W. nesday.
The committee were Hon.
well car can give you some facts Toothaker’s house on. Sawyer street. N. P. Noble, Prof. F. Merton. Ham
E. H. Whitney has added to the mond, Rev. M. S. Hutchins, George
which will set yon thinking.
If you
are thinking of purchasing one of convenience and attractiveness. o.f bis Morton, N. H. Harnden.
Me. Ham
these cars, don’t put it off later or store by installing a new soda foun mond told a stcry, the members supIt is one of the Puffer Mfg. p ying the broken threads, Mr. Hutch
you may not he able to get one, as tain.
tine demand grows larger all of the Co.’s sealed type sanitary fountains, ins told an anecdote, Mir. Noble gave
with, four draughts, giving ten syrups. two solos and all gathered around the
time.
The dispensing slab is. 13 feet long organ and joined in- a chorus of oldmarble, time and popular songs, and also a
Easter offerings in jewelry at A. G. and is of light Tennessee
Cronkhite’s.
Brooches, chains and with a base of black and gold onyx, grand march. When the ladies were
pendants, bracelets, etc.
Our Phil and is a great addition to his store, invited to the banquet rcom they
lips jeweler always displays admir as well as a great convenience in were served with, a most daintily ar
able taste In the selection of .his his work.
ranged egg salad on lettuce leaves,
The Ladies’ Social Union will! meet saltines, olives and coffee, and the
goods, and you call always find upto-date and nobby articles at his at the Parish. House next Tuesday members gave the gentlemen the
afternoon for their regular meeting. credit of one of the most enjoyable
store.
Misis G. V. Wilbur and Mrs. J. W. and social evenings which the Chapt
Don’t forget that C. F. Chandler & Brackett will be the hostesses.
er has ever passed.
James Spencer, who has. been the
Son have an excellent stock of wall
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field were in
paper.
They can show you all night operator, in the office of the Rangeley Wednesday night on. a bus
Maine Telephone and Telegraph Com iness trip.
grades and designs.
pany wi'll1 do line work principally
Hollis Holt went to Rangeliey Wed
Those wishing to buy a car this and Ralph Stillman and' his sister, nesday night where he played in the
season can save money by consult Mis® Gertrude Stillman will take his orchestra for the “White’’ ball which
ing S. G. Haley before buying, also Diace as operator.
was given by the Rebekahs.
The Easter sale by the Social Ser
a saving can be made on gasoline by
Belgian flags were worn by many
buying your car of him.
Quite a sax vice club will be held on Saturday in towin Saturday and Sunday, partly
Fancy articles, in honor ’ cf King Albert’s birthday
Dig can be made over last year prices afternoon, April 22.
food, candy, etc., wj.Il be on sale.
on car and gasoline.
and partly to aid in. the fund which
The 1913 Club wild meet with Mirs. the D. A. R. Chapter was raising,
Maple syrup on sale at tlie ©edge- A. D. Graffam this (Thursday) after through their sale, to forward the
noon.
ley store.
work of the “ Commission for Relief.’’
The veterinary surgeon-, Mr. Rus
A small handbag was loft at this
E. H. Whitney has recently had a sell cf Farmington was called last office which, was picked uft by Mr.
new soda fountain set up in Ms week to treat the mare owned by Bion Wing on the street. Owner can
He pronounced it have same by proving property.
store with a dispensing slab 13 feet Mrs. Mabel Hoyt.
rheumatism, but the animal is now
Iona with four draughts.
We are glad to report that the con
much improved.
dition of Mrs. Nellie Parker, who is
Take a squint at the curtain scrims
at the Maine General, hospital, is as
at C. M. Hoyt’s.
favorable as can he expected. They
have succeeded in setting her jaw
Khaki pants, khaki suits for men
This is your anniversary. Had you and one side of her nose has been
at the Clothing Store.
forgotten? She never forgets. Jew Heated.
She is very comfortable
els, Gold or Silver, make everlasting otherwise than some pain, from her
Phillips Hardware Co. have a line remembrances for anniversaries and face, and is able to write to her fambirthdays. If you have given her
of carriage paints that anyone can everything she requires in personal i'y.
She has. received quantities cf
use and make their wagons look as jewelry and novelties, here’s a sug post cards and letters from friends
good as new.
Now is. the time of gestion; Start a collection of silver, and she wrote that her room locked
year .to do such work. Pattern's sun flat or hollow ware by giving one piece like a hothouse.
It is uncertain at
proof paint® and .auto gloss finish will or a set at a time, on birthdays and the present time how long she will
anniversaries. You will find quality,
do the job in a first-class manner.
variety and value at
have to^renmin at the hospital.
Mrs. Sarah •Bradiu/ry of Fayette,
CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler
W henever you w rite to one of our
Mrs. John. Teague of Dryden, Mrs.
Phillips, Maine.
Phillips, M a in e

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

ANNIVERSARY GIFTS

advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine Woods.
It is im portant to
you to do so: im portant to us and
the advertiser naturally
wants to
knew where you found his nsfme.

STATEM ENT OF THE
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
CIRCULATION, ETC.
Maine Woods local edition, published weekly
24 ^i912*PS’ Maine’ re9uired by the act o f August
Editor, L. B. Bracket1', Phillips, Maine; busi
ness manager, D. F. Field. Publishers, J. W.
Brackett Company.
Stockholders holding 1 per cent or more o f
•total amount o f stock, L. B.. Brackett. M, E
Brackett, J. Scott Brackett. D. F. Field. Phillips.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more o f
the total amount o f bonds, mortgages or other
securities, none.
L. B. BRACKETT. Editor
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3rd day
o f April 1916
(seal)
CONY M. HOYT, Justice of the Peace.
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Angie Gilbert and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Toothaker was ill hut a few days, an<
Metcher of Hebron came to attend the- sudden death came as- a great
the funeral of Mrs. Alice E. Tootlhak- shock to her relatives, and friends.
The funeral services were held at
er.
The town was again saddened on the. home cm School street Wednes
Wednesday morning to hear of the day at 2 .p. m., Rev. J. P. Barnett
death of Mrs. John Shepard .which of Farmington., officiating and Rev.
occurred that morning at 4.30. Mrs. M. S. Hutchins, offering prayer. An
Shepard bad been in ill heallthi all the extended notice will be given next
%
winter past suffering from, a stomach week.
Mrs. Bertha Perkins, the milliner,
and heart trouble, but lias been able
to be about moist of the time, hav is displaying the season’s newest
A new lot of hats just reing but a few attacks which, have ideas.
confined1her to. her home. Her death ce-ived, including hats for all occasAll are moderately priced.
has cast a gloom over the neighbor ions.
hood as well! as throughout the com Call at the store early and have the
munity as she was- very popular a- choice selectiona.
mong her friends and always had a
cheery word and smile. Sh.e leaves
a husband, Mr. John Shepard, and
two daughters, Mrs. Henman PDaisted
and Mrs. S. S. Whitney. The fun
It is with great pleasure that
eral services will be held at the
I
invite
my former patrons and
home Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The Park Street Club was entertain others to call and inspect my
ed at their last meeting by Mrs. beautiful spring line of pattern
Sarah Graffam and Mrs. F. S. Haley. hats, flowers, fancies, ready-toThirteen members were present and wear untrimmed hats a n d millin
a*~ unusually enjoyable afternoon was
passed.
Light
refreshments were ery novelties. Shall be ready
for business after M a rc h 27,
served.
The many friends- of Mrs. Alice E. 1916.
Toothaker were pained to learn cf
her death last Monday, resulting frem
Phillips,
Maine
pneumonia and a weak heart. Mrs.

SPRING OPENING

B. M. PERKINS,

Consistency
O U want a motor car that will
serve you consistently.
Y ou
want to know that your car can
be relied upon day in and day out.
Y ou want high mileage per gallon o f
gasoline and freedom from repairs
and readjustments. ’ And you want
these things, not occasionally, but
continuously— day after day.

Y

On these qualities the Maxwell has
made good. It has proved its worth.
W hen the M axwell stock touring car
set the W o rld ’s M otor Non-Stop
Mileage Record a short time ago it
travelled for 44 consecutive days and
nights and its performance was con
sistent.
It went about 500 miles each and
every day.
It went within a small
fraction o f 22 miles to every gallon
o f gasoline. It went the whole dis
tance o f 22,000 miles— probably fur
ther than you would travel in two
years— without any repairs or read
justm ents. Every one o f eight tires
(tw o sets) went just about 9,800
miles and the others finished in good
shape.
For consistency and relia
bility this record far excels anything
we ever heard of.
Y o u can get a M axwell, an exact
duplicate o f the record breaking
stock car, on the partial payment
plan we have perfected. A ll you
have to do is to make the initial
payment, then take the car and
pay the balance as you ride. The
unusual value o f the Maxwell, to 
gether with cur easy payment plan
o f purchase, is bound to dispose of
our allotment o f cars very quickly.
Better make your reservation now,
delivery later if you prefer.
Touring Car, $ 6 5 5 .

Roadster, $ 6 3 5

Prices F. O. B. Detroit

Home Prosperity

BOOST FOR IT
Every man woman and child should patronize home in
stitutions and boost for home prosperity.

F. S. HALEY,
Teloq Lore 42-23,

Upper Village, Phillips, Me.
DISTRIBUTORS f O R

BUY A T H O M E S T O R E S
S U P P O R T HOM E E N T E R P R IS E S
READ T H E H O M E PAPER

M A IN E
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CLASSIFIED

Till bine air is all a bltuirr.
A n’ you’ll almost think it’s snow
0g« cent » word in advance. No headline or When you see blossoms blow.
jthcr iliaplay. Subject* in a. b. c. order
Lots o ’ things goes wihizzin’ by
Quicker’n you can wink your eye,
POR SALE—Desirable house lots In When you’re driftin’ on a rhyme
philips.
Address Maine*Woods.
Out here where the roses climb.
I can linear the drowsy tune
pOR S A L E —Pressed hay and straw. Jest like ’twas a summer noon;
Small pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal, Hear the cuckoos down, the lane
Callin’ up the (lazy rain.
Phillips, Me.
See tlie glimmer in the corn,
1
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig- Hear the locust sihrilil his horn,
ire are better than must 5
cent Hear the cowbells in the dusk,
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of Smell tlie pepper brush an' musk;
50 cigars aaid be convinced.
J. H. I can .Lear the whisper lark
Hannon, 195 South Millihenry street, W histlin’ up there in the dark;
Hear the stars with, footfalls light,
Dept. A., Mansflekl, Ohio.
Tinkile, tinkle down the might,
Jest like I s a little child;
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Young, Till enchanted an’ beguiled,
iOtuul. acclimated horses. Both heavy Pipers come a-pipim low
ud light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, Love’s old song of long ago,
Phillips, Me.
O, the joLliy lilt an’ fun
------------------------------------- ----- Settin’ out here in the sun,
FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm. Tangled with a bluebird’s wiing,
When you’re hankerin’ fer spring-.
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Me.
— Hartford Courant.
FOR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
CARD O F TH A N K S .
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
Write
(or particulars. D. R. Ross, Phillips,
W e wish to express our sincere
tlianks to tliose who have so kindly
Mea-— ------------------------------------------------ - extended aid and sympathy to us in
WANTED—Dressmaking at my home. the loss of our dear mother and
grandmother, also for the beautiful
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phillips. Both
f’owers.
phones.
Edgar R. Toothaker,
Grace M. Toothaker,
PASTURING for horses and cattle
Lucille M. Toothaker,
on Bben Hamscorn farm. Jerry W il
Hallman M- Toothaker,
bur, Phillips, Me.
Olive <T. Toothaker,
James E. Toothaker.
FOR SALE— Barred Rock eggs. Good
cross cf prize winning birds. Special
N O T IC E .
pen, 75 cents per setting; other® 50
cents. Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me.
I hereby forbid
WANTED—Outside and inside paint or liarboring my
ing and paper hanging. W. S. Kel Lee of Rangeley,
ley, Farmers’ ’phone 10-12.
not pay any bills
after this date.

TLn’t much use to try to sing
When you’re hankerin’ for spring,
’Cept you gits right in. the sun,
Then jest let your fancy run,
Jest like somethin’ growln’ wild,
Jest like you’s a little child.
Git out where there’s room enuff,
Ef you’re goto’ to write the stuff;
Pretty soon you’ll hear the tune,
Sweeter’n little brooks in June;
You can hear the honey bees
Doctoring the apple trees.
Hear the flicker when they whirr,
\
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WOOL IN PLACE OF COTTON
Comforts Filled W ith the Form er M a
teria l Are Much L ig h ter Than
Those Generally in Use.

.For the last year or two the shop3
have shown an article of bedding
which, though in use in many farm
homes, had not been familiar on the
counters. This is the wool-filled com
fort, that is destined to take the place
of the cotton-wadded comforters. Now
however, as well as the completed
comforts, there are to be had in many
shops sheets of carded wool with
which to make up these comforts at
home, covering them with silk, satin,
or patchwork.
The sheet wadding comes in three
weights, all having the same dimen
sions—72 by 84 inches. The lightest
contains one pound of wool. It is de
signed as filling for a crib quilt and
to be folded over into half size. The
next heavier weighs two pounds,
while the heaviest weighs three
pounds. Ready made wool comforts
can be bought at various prices, from
about $4 according to the thickness
of the wool and the quality of the
covering.
Many housekeepers now prefer
wool-filled comforts to those filled with
down, since the wool-filled comforts
never “ shed’’ as down puffs will after
usage. They are especially desirable
for children and for elderly persons,
since they are warm but not heavy.
A three-pound wool comfort weighs
about half as much as a full sized wool
len blanket.
Sateen makes an excellent covering
for wool comforts. A flowered center,
bordered with a plain color, is es
pecially attractive. It can be knotted
with silk or quilted in Any fancied
pattern.

KEEPS WHIPPED CREAM FIRM

ail persons trusting
wife, Zelplia R. Method T h a t W ill Do A w ay W ith a
G reat Deal of the Tro ub le T h a t
Maine, as I shall
Sometimes Bothers Cooks.
contracted by her

Ailiex F. Lee.
Rangeley, Maine, April 7, 1916.
—r
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Heavy whipped cream, if allowed to
stand, is, apt to become watery and

5

thin at the bottom of the bowl, tfie
sugar having the tendency to separate
in the form of a weak sirup. This is
especially true if the cream was not
very heavy before being whipped. To
remedy this, to every pint of vj}ipped
cream soak a scant tablespoonful of
granulated gelatin in enough cold wa
ter to barely cover it, untiT it is soft.
Then add a small half teacupful of
boiling water and stir until the gela
tin is completely dissolved, after which
add three-quarters of a cup of sugar
and whatever flavoring you intend to
use for the cream. Turn this into a
cold bowl and beat with an eggbeater
until it is white like marshmallows
and begins to become firm, and just
as soon as it has reached this point,
but before it has commenced to grow
stringy, beat it by spoonfuls into the
cream, which has already been beaten
stiff.
This will increase the bulk of the
whipped cream and will not only
sv'eeten and flavor it, but will keep It
firm for any length of time. Care must
be taken not to use too much gelatin
lest it taste of the latter and make a
sort of charlotte russe mixtufe instead
of the whipped cream desired.

few weeks with Mir. and Mrs. W. E.
Gates.
Misses Stella and Mabel Hutchins
are spending a short vacation with
their parents, Mir. and Mir®. Chas.
Hutchins and family.
Miss Patia Moores Iras finished
work for Mrs. Bradford Beal cf
Strong and gone to South, Stong for
a week’s visit with her sister, Mrs.
Emery Moore' and family.
W. W. Mitchell was in Salem on
business one day this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hutchins -were
on the Hill the first of the week
packing and moving fcheiir household
goods to their home in tlie village.
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
ries a Fresh W hiff of the
Pins
Tree State with It. Why Not Sub
scribe and Get a 8teady Breeze AH

the Year.

FOR
GUNS AND
F I S H - R O D S

TORY HILL
Mar. 28.
FLoyd Smith and Miss Winslow
were guests of his mother, Mrs. Will
Hood and family Sunday.
Miss Feme Gould and brother,
Edgar were week-end guests of Clar
ence and Lucille Sedgeley.
They
called on several other friends in
the neighborhood.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates visited
Mr, and Mrs. Ohas. N. Plaiisted last
Wednesday.
Kenneth Smith is spending a few
days with his brother, Chas. Smith,
i Earl Brackley of Strong spent Sun
day with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Brackley and family.
His
sister, Lottie returned home with, him,
to resume her School in. Strong after
spending her vacation at home.
Miss Marion Sargent is spending a

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
H AS NO EQ UAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oilisneeded. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

____________________________________

FOREST AND STREAM
the oldest, best known and highest
class outdoor magazine in America will
give you a full .season’s advertising for
$10.00. This means that you will reach
the very cream of the prosperous
sportsmen, anglers and travelers and
their families in such a way as to attract
them to your hotel. Does that appeal
to you?
T h is'w ill give you a one inch space in
each issue during the season, or double
the space, twice the money. First pay
ment of $5.00 after first insertion, sec
ond payment in July, or 5 per cent dis
count for cash in advance.
bear in mind that the $300,000.000annually
spent in European travel will be spent this y e a r
entirely in the United States and Canada. M o r e
than that, times are so prosperous that people
who n e v e r before have taken vacations are g o i n g
to have them and enjoy them this year. There is
every r e a s o n why you should get your share.
You will get it if you feature your resort p ro
perly b e f o r e the people who are going to spend
tie money. They are already looking h r good
places. L e t us start the ball rolling fo r you, for
the s o o n e r you make your announcem ent, the
better your chance fo r w riting prospective
patrons and securing their reservations will be.
Please

Forest and Stream
128 Broadway,

ENUFF
RAIN

LOTTA
SUM

Nothing but N A TU R A LL Y
good tobacco
T h at’s all.
" That ’a all that goes inside Perfections to give
them their unusually mild, yet refreshinglygood taste.
But you ’ ll come right back for Perfections
e v e r y time because they’re
JU ST N A TU R A LLY GOOD

N. Y. City.

jjitt•xjiiy&U OuCacccCU

faccinstntks
rssktoj)
' "AHUtAiruKtns .
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MAPS OF M A IN E
RESORTS A N D R O AD S
Maine Woods has frequent inquirie
lor maps of the fishing regions of th<
state, etc. We can furnish the follow

Ingmaps:
Franklin County
Somerset County
Oxford County
Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
W ashington County
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
R, R. map of Maine
A ndroscoggin County
Cumberland County
Hancock County
Kennebec County
Knox County
p
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
Penobscot County
Waldo County
•
York County

J. W

BRACKETT

Phillips'

-

$ -6
.5

mm

•&
.6
1.0
*3
»3
.3
-3
-3
*3
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*3
-3
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made an example, a warning to oth
er poachers less notorious than your
self.”
(Continued from page three)
“ Quite sure, PMliiip,” said tine gird
He paused.
Marcia’s heart was
and rumpled this bilaok lu&ad in iner in her throat, but Lamonte showed
no sign of excitement or uneasiness.
lap.
“ What will] your people say? Will The cold, incisive voice of the Chair
your family consent to your going man began again:
back with me?
I have no one to
“Just this last effort to take you
say I shall do this or that,’’ be shrug has been costly.
Miss Lawson has
ged his shouklers, “ but you, what not yet sent in her itemized bailil of
will your mother and father and all expenses, but tine reward alone was
your people say?”
five hundred dollars, and you can
“ It makes no difference,” replied judge by that how highly we value
We do
Marcia.
“ I shall be sorry if they your powers of destruction.
are not pleased,, if they are aingry, not wish to be extreme in our pun
but my life is mine to live, not theirs ishment, nor on the other hand do we
and ‘Whither thou goest, I will go; wish to be too lenient. • W e will
and where thou longest, I will lodge; say that a fine of seven hundred
thy people shall be my people,' ’’ she dollars and yonr oath never to set
foot again on the seal of Maine will
quoted softly.
Ho you accept
The fourth day after Marcia came settle the matter.
to the Maxim farm-honse, Mr. Max the terms?”
“ No,” said the outlaw, “ I do not.”
im carried them to the nearest stat
The Chairman did not seem sur
ion and they started on their way
“Very well,’’ he said, “ The
to the. Capitol.
M-rs. Maxim gave prised.
alternative is a fine of one thousand
Marcia a kiss as sih|e said goodbye.
“ My girls died when they were dollars and in default of payment we
babies,” sire said, “ and my boys have shall prosecute which is equivalent
grown up and left us.
I wish that to a jail sentence.”
you might have stayed longer, and I
“ Commissioner,—■
” began
Marcia
hope you will not forget as.”
quietly.
The Chairman swung aMarcia assured her that she should round in his pivot clhaar so suddenly
always remember them and. the days that she jumped.
“ It is because I
she had been with' them, Mr. Maxim belong in the State of Maine that
clucked to the horses, and the farm this man will not swear never to set
house was soon Heft behind.
foot in this State aigain; he will not
Some forty-eight hours later Mar put a bar between himself and my
My expenses have been
cia and Lament e stood in the Com people.
missioners’ office and the Chairman less than twenty dollars,—I did not
pay Mrs. V ash aw and I do not think
rose to greet them.
Briefly Marcia gave an account of she will try to collect of the State
I waive
her trip, of Mrs. Vashaw’s treachery, under the circumstances.
her stay at Le Loup’s camp, the my right to the reward for I did not
journey out, and the meeting with arrest Philip Lamonte nor bring him
In fact if 1 had had my way
Schoilard and Johnson. Sihe touched here.
but lightly on her own relations with be would have gone back free to his
Since the reward is not
Lamonte, gave her report with as home.
little personal feeling as one of the claimed, can you not make the termis
regular wardens, and made no plea of settlement less—'less severe?’’
‘‘You hear what Miss Lawson
for leniency.
When she had done, the Chairman says?” said the Commissioner iii the
turned to the Indian,
For an hour same tone be had used throughout
he cross-questioned him sharply and the interview. “ In view of the fact
bit by bit got a full! account of La- that she waives the right to the re
monte’s poaching.
The questioning ward we will call the fine' one thous
and dollars, half to be paid; and the
over, he sat thoughtful in his Chair.
Marcia could hear plainly the other hail|f suspendied during good
Will you agree to that?”
tread of feet in the rotunda above, behavior.
“ Yes” .
And from bis pocket La
the buzz of the cars in the street,
and the burr of a telephone bell in a monte pulled a billhook and counted
distant office.
It seemed to ber out upon the Chairman’s desk five
bank
that the Chairman would never hundred dollars 'in. Canadian
speak.
Lamonte stood with folded notes.
arms, waiting.
As the Chairman re-counted them
Several minutes passed before the b? said sarcastically, “ I suppose you
Chairman spoke.
got this for game you slaughtered on
“My associates on this Commission our side of the Line?”
left this matter in my hands to set
“ Part of it, Monsieur,” was the
tle after we received Miss Lawson’s cool reply.
letter.
Your case is one of the
The worst was over, the inter
worst we have ever had to deal with, view at an end.
Even the friends
You have repeatedly broken the of the Chairman,—and he had many
game laws of this State and defied in spite of what hiis enemies said to
tho officers. You have been a source the contrary,—even his Mends c a l l e d
of no little expense to this Commis hiim a hard man.
Just as he con
sion as well as a thorn in the flesh strued justness, but hard. Two people
to us.
You yourself say that you do there are who, if you ask thorn, will
not know how many deer and moose tell you that the. hardness is only on
you have killlied illegally. If we were this outer surface and that the bluff
to prosecute you on each count that old Comauissicner is at heart as gen
we know of it would take your life tle as the envious1 would have you
time to settle tine' account; of course believe he is hard, for as Lamonte
that is impossible, no court would and Marcia rose to leave the office,
stand for it.
But. it is the wish cf he put Ills lhaaid on the former’s
this Commission that your case be shoulder for a moment and swung
him about.

P H IL L IP S ,
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oung man,” and as he spoke the
twinkle came into has eyes, “ as I
said, you have played fox-and -gee se
with our game and have given us a
devil of a chase after you; I could
forgive you all that,—you are not the
only one avIuo lias smashed cur laws,
but I’ll be damned if I can forgive
you for stealing the only warden
we have on the force that can man
age you!
if ever you run amuck
again we shall have to call out the
State Militia!”

dinary flour when your gro
cer can give you William
Tell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. You can
win domestic science prizes
with the good things baked
from W illiam Tell, the
flour that goes farther.

“ I shall never ‘run amuck’, as you
say, again, Monsieur, for Mam’seile
.will still be the ‘Special Warden’
ou the Border,” was the breed’s
reply.
And before the door closed behind
them, they heard the Chairman
chuckling to himself.
(T H E

E N D .)

Beauty and Ideals.

Browning tnakes Fra Lippo Lippi
say: “If you get simple beauty and
naught else you get about the best
thing God invents, and you’ll find the
rest within yourself when you return
him thanks.” It seems to me that if
we substitute for beauty, true ideals,
the quotation applies most aptly to
our view of the purpose of education.
If you get true ideals and naught elBe,
you get about the best thing God in
vents.’—Exchange.
C.

H,

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.

Co.,
A D V E R T IS E
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FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books are endorsed
ESCF.IBES in a
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical man
ner, the
training,
pers and sportsmen in North America.
handling, treatment,
T h e information they contain is re
Weeds,
etc., best
liable, having been gathered from ac
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
!gun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
jsport. This book is
|not intended for the
different branches covered by these
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
works.
Idog men who delight
T h ese books should be in the
in chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x ) inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, N ight Hunting, The
profit.

D

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
,
instructions
tells how to trap,’
s n a r e, poison’
and shoot. A
valuable b o o k ,
for trappers. If.
all the methods
as given in this,
had been stud-j
ied out by one'
man and he had.
begun trapping I
when Columbus- *
discovered; i
America, m o r e I
than four hun-rcj
dred years ago L iiy
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
J ^ E S C R IBES the
f ur-b e a r i n g
m tm i
animals, their
nature, habits
p A jg m c
and distribu
ti on, w i t h
practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.

- «•:::

-•>

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of in
structions f o r|
A
trappers about these!

’ Price, poitpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SEND ALL
ORDERS TO

AI

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader"
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Brovis.
ions for 1he Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer's Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver!
Indian Mode of Hunting: Lynx and Marten, India
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Doer Sickness, A Ca«
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

ESCRIBES the
various makes
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
; This book contains
333 Pages, 5 * 7 in,
and 130 illustrations,
. printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
., the book that trappers

'

FUR FARMING

A

BOOK ofs?
informational
about fur-bearing!|!
animals, enclos-gf
ures, their habits, 1|
iF A R M N G j
care, etc., and is f
th e recognized |
authority on fu r
1
raising—now’ in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting-

■•fr

have

V /i 1 J-iI\

needed

j Gives the history of
iT:: --- ■ '- -isteel traps, how made,
ITssTsizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; AVhere
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T -apping; land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, poitpaid, cloth bound 60 ceati.

GAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 fnches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Comer Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How- to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’ s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of instruction, giv
A
ing many methods

_______ .

of trapping. A val
uable book for trap-1
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you !
want to know, thatt
is if you want to'
catch mink. This
book is edited by!
A. R. Harding, con-'
tains about 50 ill us-1
trations and nearly}
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20E
chapters as follows:
General Information; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,j
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers andJI
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Tack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
HE most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW, WHEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the KIND of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than too
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, FtC4 Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; M akin g, Reput
ing and Caring for Tackle; General
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

T

Informa

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cent!
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HIS is one of the
A v a l u a b l e T m o s t practical
I Sbook
for home books on woodcraft

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.l
Harding. This book!
contains 232 pages,!
sizes 5 x 7 inches,!
and 84 drawings and|
illustrations, printed,!
on gqod heavy pa-j
per. The most com-!
plete book on how'
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever,]
published. Building'
deadfalls and con-’
structing snares, as
explained in. this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How’ to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and .Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

iJI L v I / i L

Night Hunting D og -H is Ancestry. Training
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound. Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2 Breed
ing and Caie o f Dogs—Selecting the^Dog, Caro
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Doga, A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

ELLS about the
-1- Hudson Bay Com-}
pany; Northern Indians}
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to £jj
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

Phillips*
Maine

Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to MAINE WOODS, outing edition

(£1 0?
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"
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Ans. I would recommend the ham
mer model.
2. Which IS1the safer?
An®. They are both. safe.
3. Are they as accurate as a
Smith, & Wesson revolver?
An,s'. It .would not be fair to an
swer a question of this kind.
4. Would a .44 gauge shotgun be
heavy enough for rabbit and par
tridge?
An,s. At very short ranges-, y©s.
5'.. Would a ball cartridge of the
sanne caliber (.44) be heavy enough
for deer?
Ans. iNo.

7

ridge chamber being under the bar your arm in prime condition, if used
rel.
By lifting up the bol-t, the ham after each, day’s shocitiing.. One very
mer is ready for action.
By pulling simple and effective way. to clean
the belt back the empty shell is ex your comiparatitvieiy new arm is to
tracted and by pushing the bolt for moisten the interior of tie barrel by
ward, the second cartridge is ,i|n blowing through and rubbing out with
aplace to be fired.
The empty shell soft rags.
The process should be
is thrown out through tine top.
The continued until the rags come out per
[o :
diameter at muzzle is approximately fectly clean*—then oil thorough,!y. Aid
7-16 of an inch, and I was told that arms should be cleaned within two
U shoots a .41 caliber Swiss bullet. hours after shooting. No gun- should
On one side is written ‘‘V Sauer- be set aside cr pilaced in the gun
brey in Basel 5684.” W iil you please rack until thoroughly cleaned.
tell me more about this gun through
the columns of Target Tip® and
Hunting Helps?
I would Hike to ad
vertise it for sale, a® there is abso
lutely no big game around here and
E. H. M., Marlboro, N. H.
How far outside of the city would very little small game.’
a person living in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Ans. The rifle is made in Basel,
have to go to hie able to hunt small Switzerland, and shoots the .41 Swiss
game (rabbits) ?
rim fire cartridge.
It is practicality Our Oxbow Correspondent on the
M ILITARY R IF L E S H O O T IN G .
der.
The Model 1903 Springfield
Ans.
I
suggest
that
you
write
to
obsolete
at
the
present
time. I doubt
Briny Deep.
P art I.
rifle is certainly not to be sneered
W. P. White, 199 Meade Street, Wil if you could get enough for it to
at—it is better than most all of the
li ensbung, Pa.
pay for the advertisement.
When
On board tbe good steamship
Military Rifle Shooting is increas foreign military rifles, only one or
2 . Would I be allowed to carry a compared with modern firearms, it
Evangeline, Wed., Apr. 5, 1916.
two
coming
anywhere
near
equall
ing rapidly in. tlie Uniited States at
gun in a holster at my belt while is hardly suitable for any _kind of
It is by no means perfect,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
present, especially among civilians, ing it.
fishing in this State (New Hamp shooting.
owing to the fact that large numbers however, bait it is comforting to feel shire) ?
We set loose from the dock, under
the fairest of skies, at 10 a. m., Tues
of Clubs have been organized to take that we have such a fine military
An®. Ycuir regular hardware deal
advantage of tbe Government’s gen rifle.
day, the 4th. inst., with a passenger
er is probably familiar with the law.
The Krag-Jorgensen rifle o f which
erous offer of Krag rifles.
list of 336 names.
For thie first 24
hours all hands were on deck add clay
Tine military" rifle used by the Uni- tlie Government has a largo number,
J. H. M., Buffalo, New York.
and at dinner time, 6 p. m., wo were
:ed States Government at present in a great many ways to the Spring1. Do you consider a Savage 1905
in
a
great
many
ways
to
the
Spring
obliged to diave three sittings which
is the model 1903 Springfield rifle
.22 caliber bolt action single shot A U G U S T A
W IL L
HAVE
S IL V E R ran till 8 o’clock.
Next morning,
cambered for the Model 1906 cart field rifle except that it has a longer
a good rifle for shooting crows and
barrel
and
the
magazine
loads
from
what a change!
Sittings at table
FOX F A R M .
ridge. It is a bolt action rifle, that
It cannot chicken-hawks up to 85 or 100 yds.?
were quoted at a dturge discount and
is, a repeating action which works the side, one at a time.
An®. The .22 long rifle cartridge
be
loaded
with
a
clip.
It
is a bolt
many ‘‘threw up” their cihance gladby means of a bolt on the right side
Plans
are
now
under
way
for
a
is satisfactory in any of the good
action
somewhat
similar
to
the
But your humble scribe was not
Silver Black Fox farm in Augusta. lv.
viiicli is lifted up and palled back
rifles for shooting such game up to
The Skowhegan fox farm stock has numbered among them; he takes it
to eject the empty shell, and pushed Springfield. A large number of these the range you mention.
been purchased by Augusta men, who a11 in at eacdi meal and holds all ho
forward and turned down again to rifles have been iissiued to civi
2 . Do you consider
this good
On land:
It’s hard to keep
now own three pairs of high grade gets.
feed in a new cartridge and lock the lian rifle clubs in various parts of shooting?
A friend c f mine shot
action.
The magazine is a box the country and good results have two crows from a fence post at 25 foxes and the plans are to move the a good man down—at sea, it’® ihard
The Krag rifle is by
entire farm to Augusta.
All three to keep a good meal down.
underneath tilue belt in /which the been recorded.
no means equal, to the new Spring- yds., using a Model 1906 Harrington pairs of the foxes at Skowhegan, have
Wednesday afternoon, after a run
cartridges are placed, either one at
field, however, especially at the long & Richardson pocket revolver, long mated, and a fine lot of pups are of 375 miles, and well across the
i time or from a clip, tine clip being
rifle cartridges. The friend in ques
Gulf Stream, the road grew more
expected very soon.
a brass strip which holds five cart er ranges.
Nlext week in Part 11, I wild) tall tion did not think much of it, but I
lmbibley, the ship rolled and .pitched
ridges by the grooves in their heads.
It
is
the
intention
of
the
company
Next week in Part II, I will talk thought it required quite a little
a
let, and all hands agreed that it
When the action is pulled back, the
to stock the farm with about 10 pairs
about the targets in use and the skill to do it.
extractor yanks the cartridge out of
of foxes during the coming summer, Looked squally for the second night
Ans. Very gcod.
rules governing Military Shooting.
We expect, however, to
the chamber and as it reaches the
and- they will have cm the farm noth at sea.
3. W ill you give me the velocity
rear position is kicked out o f the
ing but the very highest grade stock, reach New York by 3 p. m. Thursday,
and energy of the .32 short and
Middletown, Conn.
action by the ejector.
The bolt, in J. J.
what are known as standard bred the 6th, ilf all goes well.
Do you consider
1. Is there any law against carry long at muzzle?
I have written you again so soon
going forward, scrapes a new cart
pedigreed foxes.
ing a revolver in a holster in Con these as accurate as tine .22 shorts
because
of the vivid contrasts be
ridge from the top o f the magazine
The company j® to start the build
necticut while out walking in the and long rifles?
tween conditions in Maine, no,w, and
and pushes it ahead of it into the
Ans. The muzzle velocity of the ing of the n e w ranch ais soon as the tbe beautiful face of Nature ini Ber
woods?
chamber.
Ana. W rite to the Attorney Gen .32 short is 990 ft. per second,.-muz frost is out of the ground, and in muda today.
We have lived for the
The rifle is fitted with a 24-intlh. eral, State of Connecticut, andi he zle velocity of the .32 long, 1,170 ft. tend to have a model and thoroughly
last three months amidst ‘‘the latter
up-to-date
fox
farm.
Tire
men
who
barrel and weighs about 8V4 lbs. The will explain the law on the subject per second.
They are not as accur
of roses and the noise of birds,
front sigh* is simply a flat piece to you.
ate as the .22 short and long rifle are connected with this new enter while you have been covered with
prise know the fox business very
placed edgewise to the line of sight.
2. Can a game warden claim you cartridges, although the difference is
snow and benumbed with cold.
I
thoroughly, one of them having been
The near sight is made with a little are carrying a concealed weapon?
not very great.
dare say there is quite as much, fun.,
in the business for the past 10 years
ladder which, folds up.
On this lad
and more earnest, profitab’e work
Ans. It is obviously impossible for
4. How would the .25 caliber
deris a slide Bn which is a peep any b cd y -g a m e warden or otherwise Standard hand-operated or trombone and having become independently in Maine than in Bermuda.
Your
bole which the shooter lines up with
claim that you are carrying con- action be for woodchucks up to 125 rich through, the sale of foxe® for crop of legs must be waiting for the
breeding purposes and skins from
'*'e front sight and the bull s-eye.cealed weapons, if it is a revolver
ice to break and' for someone to roll
yds.?
is this arm to b e classed
these animals.
Military shooting is dene at ranges iu a bolster in plaln sigllt.
them into the waters.
I hope to see
with Stevens, Remington, Savage and
Fox ranches are starting up ail them go, or a part of them at least.
:rm 200 yds- U{> to 1»000 yds* and
3. W ill a .22 extra long fit in a Wineibester?
over the country and there are sev
ocasiona.'ly 1,200 yds., and the la d -; rffle bored for >22 ioDjg rifle cartridge
Bermuda is a. land o,f strange con
Ans. The Standard is no longer
der is‘ necessary to move the slide up j _ sdn^te (Sjhot?
eral here in Maine, all of which, are tradictions, and of unusual interest.
made.
on a sound footing and since the The rule elf tie road is: Turn to the
M»d down, to change the elevation
Ans. Ordinarily it will, but what
5. Would you use 3% drams of
United States government has inves left. This makes left right- and right
these different ranges.
In long 1ig fcbe uae of doirg it? Tlhe .22 extra
powder and lVs oz. No. 1 shot in
range rifle shooting, the wind has jolllg j s ,I10 more accurate than the Stevens Single, price $7.50, in a tigated the industry and issued an ex wrong.
No wonder some American®,
tensive bulletin speaking of its mer used ‘o turning to, the right, get left
considerable effect on the bullet, end j 22 |]Janig rif!e aild the difference in double barrel Lefeve-r, price $25?
its, more interest has been centered good and solid, and many there be
^ n e ce ssa ry to move the sight power is not worth bothering wiiph.
Ans. If it is black powder, it is
in thie enterprise.
The names of who go in thereat.
dtewise to correct for this, conse4 Are .22 Long rifle hollow points safe.
Again, Bermuda
the men engaged in this work are has no snakes, no wild animal® (no
quentiy the sight is so made that it as ^ cu r a te as tl:e regular bullets?
6 . Is the Hamilton .22 good for
ett be moved sidewise by means of. Ans. For all practical purposes snapshooting at from 20 to 30 ft., not *o be published at present, be shotguns nor rifles are ever 'heard),
ing withheld at their request.
amilled wiheel, and^this is called the tLey are just as accurate.
the bird® are all very tame,, no rail
using shorts, Lesmok?
^ u ge” although tbe name is
5- 1 read o f a boy who caught a
roads of any kind, no factories nor
Ans. This is a question for you to
HO W TO C L E A N YO U R G UN
mills, no rainy season, ncr any fogs
really a misnomer, as it dees n o t ! iarge amount of fur-bearing animals decide.
Ask somebody who owns
to speak of.
In short, nothing to
?aug9 U:e wind.
It simply perm its, wlt2l a certain kind of bait.
Please one.
There are two methods used for prevent complete rest and quiet, en
ebanging the sight sidewi&e to cor- jet !inl9. iulCiW- through your magazine
7. What will happen to a rifle
The first is joyment of a remarkably equable
rect tor errors caused by the wind.
if thds is IaWl£uj: j.n this State.
I -un- designed to shoot .22 t shorts and cleaning a gun bairre-1.
the hot water
treatment, but it climate.
Tbe Springfield rifle as regularCy derstand at isn’t,
longs if long rifles are used?
should only be used if your supply of
furnished to the army and National
A ns. It is permissible.
The last week o f my visit in Ber
An®, Nothing vTou,ld happen ex
Guard has a leather siing strap ' y From my own experiments I cept that you would not get a great powder solvent is exhausted and you muda was spent at the Colonial hotel
Boiling water on Queen St., a mew and very fine
vhicli when used properly is c f g rea t; have fou,nd Lesmok thte best rifle amount of accuracy and the cart are fair from a store.
is an excellent solvent for the harm hostelry.
assistance in shooting at the various j powder.
Do you agree with me?
Mr. Bell, its manager, is a
ridges could be placed in the cham
ful ingredients of fouling.
When very attentive and able caretaker,
‘-anges. The trigger pull on military ] A ns. Lesmok
or semi-simokeless ber only with great difficulty.
poured down yciur barrel, it removes and I wish to, com-lmend- him and, his
rifles must be possible to lift three ig best
arid® that may be present and car household to your notice.
Pounds on the trigger when the arm
I am al
G. C. Z., Glenbrook, Conn.
ries away the various residues which ready planning a trip to Maine for
cocked without releasing the ham- A j B., Tampa, Filla.
I would like to ask your opinion
ffler. The Model 1906 Government
Capt. Billy Soule cf
I have been an interested reader in regard to a gun I bought recently, are obviously more soluble In water early in May.
The hot water treat Oxbow, Me., write® me to come along
cartridge has a bullet which is .30 fQir &omie time of your information it is a bolt action repeater, the cart than in oil.
ment, however, is very dirty and in any tiiine.
He don’t need to repeat
caliber, that is, 3-10tIi of an inch in CO'jUmns, and I would like very mudli
convenient when carried cut on a the message—I’m on.
diameter, is pcinted, ar.d weighs 100 to asdc yoUj a question.
I aim can
small scale, and has the objection of
e 's .
When it Heaves the muzzle i Sid,e ring the purohia'se of a Savage
Youins cordially,
not, as a rule, being available im
°f fJhe rifle it has a veilccdty o f 2,700 250-3000 rifle, but I have heard that
J. C. Hartshorn®.
mediately after shooting, and unless
ft. Per second.
The cartridge is, of t|llS tfligh, pressure developed in, the
you are careful, to protect your stock
course, loaded with snookelesisi pow- cartridges have a tendency to deand fore-end, you may injure these
—----------------------------------------------- form the brass shells, causing jamwood parts.
If possible, yoiu should
H
a
■
ming, and that the pressuresi finally
secure
a
good.
lubricant solvent and
A * O S l I H Q S l C r distort the barrel o f the rifle, caus
rust preventive.
A small rag well
es an important man in the commun- jng inaccurate shooting in a short
saturated with an oily, nonrccrrosive
'ty. He has many tilings to look titm)e>
w ill yoll please tell me
mixture of this sort, pulled through
departure0 o l ™ .‘ " m S S > ' " * « - « » » other defects i,n
Northampton, Mass., Apr. 6, 1916.
Hi-e rifling again and again, will keep
v«ry carefully. If lie didn’t follow the the arm which might influence uiy
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
regular schedule, things would be in choice?
Enclosed you will find a money
a pretty fix. But lie knows the value
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
A ils. Disregarding various small
order
for which credit me with an
of regularity and takes good care to differences between different makes
Opposite State Hoose, Boston, Mass.
They are made for
other year’® subscription to Maine
get the mavis off on time. In mat
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
Offers
room
with
hot
and
fiffeairins and ammunition, no
ters of health the postmaster’s ex of
Known the world over for excel
Woods.
cold water for $1.00 per day
ample is a good one to follow. Keep American manufacturers would -put
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
and up, which includes free
I may go uip that way this* sum
your habits regular, and when the Icut a rifle which, would act as you
use o f public shower baths.
M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
mer on my vacation, a® I think the
stomach, liver or bowels need help, he describe. While some rifles are of
Monmouth.
Maio
Nothing to Equal This in New England
sure to take the right remedy in time.
air is fine and good scenery, though
Neglect to do this makes matters j course better than other rifle,si, tbe
I am no-t much of a sport; not caring
Rooms
with
private
baths
worse and' harder to remedy. Many ‘ ‘Made in America” rifles are, at the
for fishing or hunting much.
I go
for $1.50 per day and up;
postmasters in New England will tell very least, serviceable.
PALM ER IENGINES AND more for rest and change.
suites of two rooms and bath
)'ou that “L. F.” A tw ood’s Medicine
for $ 4.00 per day and up.
is a fine remedy to keep the system in
Wishing you another
successful
LAUNCHES.
order. It is a great regulator, acting P. G. G., Utica, New York.
A B S O L U T E L Y FIREPROOF
year
in
the
publishing
of
Maine
Special 2 1-2 II. P. engine for canoee
1 . i am thinking of buying an
Promptly in cases of indigestion, sick
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
and light boats, $48.00. Largest slock Woods, I am,
headache and constipation.
Iver Jaliinson revolver.
Which, do
Send fo r Booklet
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMEB
Yours respectfully,
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
you consid'er the better, hammer or
STORER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager* BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
or write to-day for fre e sample.
Lewis C. Crafts.
u- F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me. hammer less ?

n

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

LAND OF STRANGE
CONTRADICTIONS

GOES TO MAINE FOR
REST AND CHANGE

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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The flavor of t|$
tween two companies of the 38th spots to match.
day.
they visited during the week.
Ottawa Batt., on Richmond Field just meat is not unlike lobster, and woav
D.
W.
Toothaker
of
Phillips
is
Mr. aud Mirs. Carroll Russell and
back of the town.
They are Canada 1easily be mistaken for it ainwhere.
little daughter of Phillips Were week visiting relatives in town.
boys, as you may surmise, and know; jyjy family say that tliere are two
The
many
friends
of
Mrs.
Sedgetey
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Ross sent her a post card shower how to put up a stiff game to the subjects about which I can talk on
Badger.
great delight of a usually large aud like a habbling brook, i. e., “B#.
Monday, it being her birthday.
Airs. Wm. Boulter and little dauighience of comrades, tourists and oth niuda” and “ Fishing.”
Well, that's
George
Kempton
has
purchased
a
Rangeley Milliners Return From ter returned Tuesday night from An
The game resulted in a hard- better than, being a dummy, and if,
Ford automobile of F. B. Colby. F. ers.
dover, where they visited Mrs. Boult
Boston With a Fine Line.
G. McKenzie has purchased the auto fought tussle—Co. C. 7, to 0 for Co. j^y what I am able to write and
er’is parents'.
D.
Tliis gave the prize of a large j can lure one, or a few, into th
recently owned by Geo. Kempton.
Ernest Robbins is now occupying
Mrs H. B. MoCard will have heavy cup to Co. C. boys, who won open, or into the primeval! forests
(Special Corre»pond«noe.)
his new barber slhop which. he re charge of Mrs. MicCard’s shop during a majority of games in a long series. ^j sha R aot have striven nor lived k
Rangeley, April 12.—Mrs. Margaret cently bu/iilt on the lot next to O. R.
•After the gome, Co. C1. was formed vain.
‘‘If we would know the fun
her absence at Stratton.
Pratt has moved from the Plhdllbrdck j Rowe’s store,
in line on the field, and the presen ineaning of life, we need-, now and
house on Allen street to the rent j Mrs_ E p jvtoCard returned Saturtation of the cup was made by Col. then., to look out beyond our taj.
over M. D. Tibbetts’ store.
Duringj d&y
from. Boston, aocompainied
Ediwards of the 38th Battalion.
The row, cramped lives, out on the ever
the summer she will run a restaurant by M-gs Allioe g we©tser.
The spring
cup was graciously received on be- lasting sea, out over the bills.”in her building recently occupied by Op0njinig wiilll be held Friday and Siathalf of Cq. C., by Capt. Stewart. Dean Briggs.
Ernest Rohhins.
, j urday of this week.
There was a very large company of
Perhaps I’m living up to any reputa
Mrs. Etta Dim has been in Boston j
aml M,r s_ David L. Quimby
baseball fans present who were all tion (too literally) as a
long-vyin^
of the opinion that this closing game correspondent, so I will ‘‘cut it our
the past week selecting her spring ^^ave closed their home on the Dead
Many
Forms
of
Amusement
to
line of goods.
Miss Velma Tomlin River road and gone to Kennebago
was the most interesting of all,.
by simply saying that, taking tie
son has been keeping store for her.
About 500 guests left this week for year round, the
to resume their duties at the Con
Interest the Tourist.
weather here j3
the snow and blizzards of the North, neither too hot nor too cold. Aristotle
Wednesday afternoon at the close verse camp.
Your scribe is booked to return
of the Ladies’ Aid. a pleasant sur
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B.
.Stewart
“Between extremes the best
Hamilton, Bermuda, Alar. 26, 1916. Tuesday, April 4th., prox., so you said:
prise was given Mrs. H. A. Furbish have returned after spending the
may be found.”
That’s just where
To
the
Editor
of
Maine
Woods:
will please send any further issues you will find Bermuda—neither teo
whose birthday anniversary it chanc past two months, at Waterviille and
Mercury 65 to 70 degrees above of Maine Woods to my Wakefield ad hot in summer nor too cool in winter
ed to be.
A dainty lunch of sand Portland.
zero.
Hamilton hotel closes on the dress, accepting my heartfelt thanks Life here is just like being at s<ea ca
wiches, crackers, birthday cake and
A daughter was born to Mr. and
1st of April; the Princess April 29th for numerous copies already received. a colossail steamship; one cannot
tea was served. Mrs. Furbish was pre
Mrs. Carroll Gile, April. 6.
Spring has sprung.
Onions and lil
Speaking of fishing:—One of the
sented with a handsome cut glass1dish
Eugene Soule is having his house ies are blooming and the beautiful fleet of fishing boats has just come in walk two miles in any direction wit
in honor of the occasion. Thursday
out getting a gldmjpse of the ocean
oleanders are coming into blossom. from the>*Tair off coral reefs with a There is abundant vegetation, flow
afternoon a party of the ladies en shingled.
John, Stewart was operated on for Peaches are as large a® marbles. large fare of toothsome fish of many 1
joyed a visit with the Ladies’ Aid at
ers alt the time in every front yaj<i
One is a monster amiber fish and comfort everywhere.
Oquossoc. Fourteen ladies were pres appendicitis at his home last Friday There is a fine, large bunch of bana kinds.
In short
ent and a pleasant time was enjoyed, by Dns. Ross and Colby.
He is re nas hanging over the garden wall of about 40 pounds weight.
They there is nothing here to molest or
A delicious lunch of sandwiches, as- ported as very comfortable at this just one gate above us (it’s not next have two rook fish with black, naked make afraid.
door—it’s always next gate).
I’ve skins, of 120 and 140 pounds each.
sorted cake, cocoa and candy was ■time.
Yours cordially,
served'.
The ladies made the trip | Sunday was one of the roughest been watching that bunch for more Some of the other kinds have bright
J. C. Hartshome.
o Tomlinson's teams, going down on days of the season.
A large amount than a month, and I feel that it is scarlet marks over a large part of
about
time
to
gather
it
in.
I
wonder
their bodies, and others there are in
the ice.
Recently the Oquossoc lad-' of snow fell accompanied by high
who will get it?
Alnch fruit is lost the deep of which, it may in truth be
les were guests of the local, ladies.
■winds.
B IR T H S .
The local Ladies. Aid have voted j j gahjeaimaa Hoar has had his shop to prowlers who trouble the farmers said, “ Solomon in all his glory was
$250 towards contemplated repairs on ri,exj- £0 the post office wired for elec- quite a lot, taking also a fowl or two not arrayed like one of these,’’ es
Phillips, April 9, to Air. and Mrs.
when handy.
pecially the angel fish, and the tur
the ohurc.h
Itrie lights.
Gideon Smith, a daughter.
bot.
The
octopus
frequents
the
Tliis is my last week in, dear old
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Hinkley and | Mr Charles Say ward of Portland
Farmington, April 10, to Mr. and
The
Bermuda on this trip which is my shores, and is a good bait.
son, Montelle are visiting relatives was in town the past week.
Airs. Shirley Ramsdell, a daughter.
nautilus
or
Portuguese
man-of-war
is
On April 1st., prox., I expect
The store of F. L. Marclhetti pre- tenth.
and friend© in Monmouth.
Bustis, April 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
appearance to celebrate the 39tli anniversary of a curious and interesting object. It
Mr. and Mrs. George Garland, who sents a very attractive
Alfred Ramsay, a daughter.
is
formed
Like
a
miniature,
semi-trans
have been spending the Winter in since the new plate glass, windows my first landing here, (April 1, 1877.,
Vermont, returned home Tuesday have been completed. Mr. Alarchetti Incidentally, it also is tine 75th an parent, whitish zepelime, with long,
D E A T H 8.
night.
Mr. Garland has been em now has the best of facilities for dis niversary of my landing cn earth,. sticky antennae below, and a dorsal
Upon the whole, I’m glad I landed; fin of tbinest tissue, bluish, in color
ployed. on a log hauler at Granville, playing fruit and other goods.
VI., by Wyman & Sargent.
About 35 attended the speaking what the next stop will be goodness This fin can be raised to the wind,
Phillip®, April 10, Airs. Alice E,
E. I. Herrick Iras been having a contest at Strong Friday night. Hear only knows, but ‘‘I look for a better and so the nautilus is carried over Toothaker, aged 69 years, 10 months,
a large area while feeding.
The 6 days.
.room finished' off over the Main ty congratulations are extended to country, that is, an heavenly.”
craw ,fiiish, or Bermuda 'lobster, is a
street cash store which will be oc Don Pillsb'Ury, who is the first boy
Phillips, April 12, Mrs. Calist«
cupied by Mrs. Frank Gile as a store from this town to win the cup. Last ’ i know not what Heaven’s joys may valuable food fish or, more properly,
Shepard, wife of Mr. John Shepard,
a
onetacean.
It
ciloseLy
resembles
year tine girls’ cup was won, by Alias
for the saile of dry and fancy good®.
be,
the northern lobster,' but | has no aged 63 years.
Mrs. Frances1 Berry is offering an Phyllis Robertson,, Rangeley High Nor what its royal sports;
large claws; its legs are very long
unusually large stock of remnants school 1915.
But here I rest in wtlnat, to me,
and strong, and its large body, cream
Get Y o ur Butter Paper Printed At
this week, especially
suitable for
Mrs. E. P. MoCard and milliner Is one of Heaven’s fair courts.
colored, is beautifully mottled with The M aine Woods.
children’s dresses', waists and aprons. will be at Stratton for the week 'be
Also a fine line of .ham,bungs and ginning Monday, April! 24, with a full
I said tlias many years ago, and I
laces.
All goods at half price dur line of spring and summer millinery say so ©till.
Thie rest fulness of
ing this sale.
at tine store of Butts & Lishemess1.
Bermuda is containt and unchanging,
Mrs. Eugene Morrill returned to her
Norman K unto on is visiting friends and always will be.
Unlike any
home in New Hampshire Tuesday ac for a few days at Ruimford.
other of my many trips, I have
companied by Alias Muriel Hoar, who
Dr. A. M. Ross has purchased the been working much of the time, maingoes for a short visit.
Charles Huntoon place on Lake St.
'y a sa “ Penny-a-Liner,’’ for the paper
Mrs. O. R. Rowe and son., Kenwood
Harwood Childs returned to his “ Mid-Ocean.”
I plied ye
editor
returned from Portland Friday, where studies at Dartmouth College Tines- with so much ‘‘copy” that he called a
halt, saying that his bank balance
wouldn’t stand the strain any longer.
But there are always two sides to
every case—I was also busy adver
tising in his paper and selling the
Perfect Coffee, “ La Tonraine,’ ’ put
Conducts a first class job printing department
up by the W. S. Quimby Co. of
RANGELEY LAKES
BILLY SOULE'S NEW GAMPS Camp Bemis, The Birches. 1 ho Barker. Write 69 South Market St., Boston, and put
for free circular.
which specializes on Cainp and Hotel work
down by the people at largeIt’s
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
bang up good coffee, and -hard to beat
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
at the price, (27 cents wholesale) in
Maine.
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L, Proprietor.
one pound, foil-lined paper bags, also
Round Mountain. Maine
in bulk.
I also had the price lists
from Arthur E. Dorr & Co., receiv
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
RANGELEY, MAINE
ers and distributors of meat products
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and poultry and gegs, No. 12 to No. 20
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
I also took ord
or without bath. For particulars write for free North S't., Boston.
circular to
ers for Roovers Bros, hand emboss
PIEKCE PONI)
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
ing machines, a very neat and com
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes
pact way of embossing your own
out. Send for circular and references.
stationery or any other papers. They
V
IA
RUMFORD
FALLS
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
are
not expensive, and will last a
Best
Salmon
and
Trout
Fishing
in
Maine.
Fly
Caratunk, Ale.
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. life time.
If any of your readers
House
always
open.
JOHN
CHADWICK
&
CO.,
OTTER POND CAMPS
Upper Dam, Maine.
can
make
loafing
a business,
Ber
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
in g and hunting. Send for circular.
muda’s the place, par excellence, for
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
DEAD RIVER REGION
trying it on, with all certainty of suc
Caratunk, Me.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every cess.
A sick man, who lands here
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca sick, will very soon begin to feel, “a
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting thrilil of life along his keel” (back
F I S H I N G
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. bone) whack will take him out-ofAT
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
doors, before breakfast, in ordinarily
John ©arville’s Camps
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
good weather.
a t S p rin g L ake
Cricket, tennis, golf, baseball, horse
P
A
C
K
A
R
D
S
G
A
M
P
S
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
race®', boating and fishing give all
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
R an geley L a k e s
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
the exercise any reasonable man or
purest of spring water and the table is first-iUass,
R
an
geley,
M
aine
elevation 1,800 feet aliove sea level, grandest scen
woman can. ask for.
I’m off just
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
dummies and prices on request.
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st now to see a game of baseball heanknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring Trout and salmon fishing, i Deer, part
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family ridge and duck hunting.

LADIES AID PLAN
A SURPRISE

LAST WEEK IN
DEAR OLD BERMUDA

MAINE WOODS

Where To Go In Maine
YORK C A M P S ,

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

W h y not let us Help
you witH your
advertising'?

RANGELEY fAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On l^angeley Lake.
Thoroughly m odem . On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

FOR SALE
ON EASY TERMS

INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS

Just across the little cove from the
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
Come to the Maine Woods
desirable place on the shores of the
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic lake. Three acres of land. For Partic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for* good fishing and ulars address,
rest. Write for bookletand referencesto
F. C. FOWLER,
HEMON B L A C K W E L L.
New London,
Conn.
Dallas. Maine
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

M AINE

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 13, 1916.
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Iand daughter, Ruth of Auburn were
WEDDING OF
! guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ol.anda fe w days last week.
YOUNG PEOPLE j herCharles
Oliver of Kiingfieilid was a

The funeral was he'd
Friday, glad1 to welcome cnee again as first
March 31, at 2 p. m.
Rev. Bradley j selectman. So’on Aleilham.
This i®
Gilman, her pastor, assisted by Rev. Air. Alec,lam’s 14th, year of service
Otts ALvard, a friend of the family, and biy his faithfulness and strict at
j business caller in town one day last conducted the services. Mrs. ALvcrd tention to duty merits the esteem in Working Well Together, Produce
Marvellous Results.
1week.
sang ‘‘By© and Bye Gaither us alii,’’ which, he is Ibellld by his townspeople.
Rev. C. E. Owen of the Civic
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Vaughan of , and ‘‘Beautiful isfle of Somewhere,”
The writer was very much amused Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron
I Bangeley were in town last Friday i and Mr. Alvord recited Airs. Kinney’s one day last week by one cT'-dhe
League to Speak Next Sunday.
Pills as a Course of Treatment.
I t' e guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. |favorite poem, ‘‘Crossing the Bar.” neighbor's account cf recovering^ two
|Leek and attended the Prize Speak - i The flower® were very beautiful. The of his hens that had strayed a mi’ie
For instance, Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
(Special CorresDondence.)
l ing contest.
j
body i® laid at rest in
Rookiridige and a half from, home the night the standard blood purifier, is recom
Strong, April 11.—Tth© snowstorm
Guy Gordon is serving light lunches |cemetery, Sharon, Mass., beside the of. the last snowstorm.
He traced mended for conditions that are scrof
Sunday was one of the hardest in hi® sliioip which is much aippreciattwo dear great grandchiiiklren, whom, them to a neighbor's' bam and upon ulous or dependent on impure blood.
storms of the season..
Peptiron Pills, the new iron tonie,
! od by the public.
she loved so well.
She is survived removing a board in: the floor
out
Clarence Mi her ami Dana AvereH ot
On account of the heavy storm by two grandsons, j . Behrens Siloggy hopped the biddies none the worse are especially recommended for con
ditions that are anemic and nervous*
Dryden were in town one day last Sunday the audience that listened to and David S. Sloggy both of Cailii'cr-' for their migration.
Moral—Look
Many persons suffer from a combi
week cai business.
I til,© last sermon before Conference ma, one granddaughter, Airs. Geo. W.j out for your hen roosts.
nation of these conditions. They arc
There were no services Estey, Canton, Mas®'., one "great
Oilantes Allien 1as returned Corn.e wa® small.
afflicted with swellings o f the glands,
Rev. and Mrs. grandson, Marvin Willard Estey of
bunches in the neck, eruptions, and1
from a few weeks’ visit with, rela j Sunday evening.
On April/ 5th tine Ladies’ Circle
|Dun,stan started for Conference Tues- Canton, Mass., two
sores on the body, limbs and face,
stepdaughters:,
tives in. Augusta.
'bad an aF>day session, with a picnic and are besides pale and nervous.
j
day.
Airs. Wm. Sprague of Winthrop and
Ruth Webster lias returned to her
I f these patients take both Hood’s
Air. and Mr®. Ruel Norris are Mrs. James Afcore o f Livermore Falls dinner, at the home of Mir. and Airs.
school in Sanford, after spending a
Charles Heath and 50 parsons par Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills they
1spending a few day® with friends in
In her passing ,we feel that a very
few weeks’ vacation with, her mother.
The gentlemen were are reasonably sure to derive four
town.
They have been cooking for beautiful soul has gone to God. ‘‘And took thereof.
Mrs. Geortge Webster.
fold benefit. These two great medi
invited.
Ch.arles Richards’ lumber crew the 'there shall be no might there.’’
To
cines supplement each other, and the
Clyde Vining o f Auburn was in |past winter.
Mrs. Hannah Robinson is stopping use of both, even in cases where only
j us who Loved her the way is lonely,
town last week calling on. relatives
Mrs. Rena Bates very pleasantly j but for her alJ j® joy and peace, for for a time with her brother and wife, one may appear to be indicated, is of
and friends.
Air. and Mrs. J. C. Wells.
great advantage.
Get them from
! entertained Mrs. Susie Daggett, Mrs. God shall wipe away all tears.
Charles Richards lias finished ibis ■Helen Taylor and Miss Myrtle Pushee
Howard Brown, wife and little Bes your druggist.
lumbering oeprations at Dead River at whist last Friday afternoon.
sie were callers at J. C. Wells’ re
SCHOOL NO TES.
and has arrived home
with his
cently.
Mrs. Grace LaBree lias been very
teams.
Mbs. Jamies Bursiet and two child
ill the past week, but is somewhat
Mrs, Olive Dodge was
in
Far tetter.
P H IL L IP S H IG H SCH O O L
ren were guests of Airs. J. C. Weills
mington a few days last week, the
ore day of last week.
Mis® Ada Smith of Kingfield was
guest, of Mrs. Alattile Gilkey.
F. Merton Ham m ond, principal; Miss
Sap is .running wall and the syrup
in town one day last week.
Laforest Worthiley of Ph,ill rips was
Dennison, 1st assistant; Miss
made is very good, but few tree®
Niel Leavitt and Roland Hackett
a business caller in town one day of New Vineyard are working for
have been tapped.
G rant, 2nd assistant.
Preparing to Open for Its Fifth
last week.
Signs of spring.
Mir. Stillman,
Ed Landers and family visited at A.
Raymond Starbird.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Dolbier and
Season—Young Man Enjoys
The usual services will be beM at ‘‘our knight of the hod and shovel,” L. Huntington’s recently.
daughter, Miss Madeline Chapman of the Aletliodist church next Sunday. has discarded his long trousers for
Skiing.
Farmington spent Sunday in town Rev. E. C. Owen (Civic League) of k uickerbookers.
RUSSELL’S MILLS
the guest o f Mns. DoDbier's parents, WatervilLe will preach morning and
AlilJord Rich ard®on of Strong High
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Conant.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
evening.
If weather and roads, per school was a recent visitor in this
April 10.
Misses Grace Walker and Helen mit he will preach at West Freeman department.
Dallas, April 3.—These camp® will
Carrie Staples is visiting Mrs. Alel- open again for the fifth season as
Pike were in Farmington Saturday or Sunday afternoon next.
Zera Batdhe’ der left Monday for
od business.
soon as the ice is out, and the pros
A quiet wedding took place last Pawtucket, R. I., to enter a training vin Mitchell of Temple.
Air®. Mary Soule of Wilton is the pects for this season look very good.
Rex Parsons of Farmington spent Friday when Frank Luce and Hellien school for nurses.
the week-end with friends in town.
Sixty tickets were sold for the guest of her mother, Airs. Hattie Hol A large part of the camp® have been
I . Tibbetts were married. Mr. Luce
Mrs. Emma Hodgman of Phil ips is manager o f the creamery and dur prize speaking at Strong Friday, and ley.
engaged by both spring and summer
Ralph, Steven®, Warren Voter and visitors.
was the guest of Airs. Fred Daggett ing hi® stay in town has made many again we wish to thank aCJ those who
a few days last week.
loyally supported our school as Evans Alerchant are working jin the
friends.
Airs. Luc® has been em
James H. Senutt of Richmond, Va.,
D. E. Leighton returned from Bos ployed at Hotel Strong the past they did at the preliminaries.
The birch mill at Temple.
who has been here for the whole wint
Mrs. L. II. Dill spent Thursday,
ton Friday night with a choice line few months.
They have taken rent speaking was excellent and each
er has had many interesting exper
April
6, with Airs. E. L. Merchant.
of spring and summer dry goods.
selection
deserved
a
cup.
in S. D. Gates’ (house.
iences.
He took a 36-mile skiing
Dr. and Airs. A. G. Howard were j
Mrs. Adelaide Whitney was in town
An invitation has been received for
trip across to Round Mountain Lake
last week calling on friends, en rente
this school to send one or two dele dinner guests at Mrs. A. E. Alairden’s Camps and back, which iis no easy
O B IT U A R Y .
tc her work at Fairbanks. She had
gates to the Lyfiord’ prize speaking to April 10.
job for a city hoy that never was: on
Betti© Alardem iis visiting heir sist
spent a few days with relative's in
be field Alay 12, at WatervilLe, under
skis before this winter. He has had
H A N N A H D A V E N P O R T K IN N E Y
er, Mrs. Carl Hamlin cf Temple.
Salem and Freeman.
the auspices of Colby College.
other pastimes which have built him
Little Olive Aloody has been suf
George Burns and Francis Con ant
up greatly in strength.
fering
with
a
vary
sore
hand
caused
have taken the rent in McLeary’s
Hannah Davenport Kinney passed
Many improvements are being
EAST WELD
by cutting when peeling an orange. It
block, formerly occupied by Dr. W il into life eternal at the home of her
made for this season’s business. We
has
been
lanced
once.
liam Lovejcy for an automobile re granddaughter, Mrs. Geo. W. Estey,
are also preparing for a good garden
April 10.
pair shop.
It was wired last week Sherman St., Canton, Mass'., on Wed
which we have had in the past, boats
nesday, March 29, at 3 o’clock a. m.,
for electric Lights.
Verna Vimlng was ill with tonsillitis
will be painted, a good big woodpile
Dr. Alarshaill was in at
Add WiLkam® and Miss Norton of after 11 weeks' illness with hardening last week.
will be on tap and many other addit
j of the arteries and eed/ema of the tendance.
Kingfield. were in town Saturday.
ions and improvements made which
Hiram Vining was. the guest of Mr.
Dr. Russell of Farmington was in lungs.
will interest the guests.
Mrs. Kinney was born on Tory and Airs. I. II. Buker last Wednesday.
town Saturday on professional! busin
Hill, Phillips, Maine, April 27, 1832, Mr. Vining’,s hand, i® all healed over,
ess.
A R E YO U R H E U M A T IC ?
Dana Witham of Phillips was a th© daughter of Polly Davenport and but he is not able to use it much New Town Road Direct to Garage
Moses Clough.
When about fifteen yet.
caller in town Hast week.
Many Pangs T h a t Pass fo r Rheuma*
Will Be a Great Convenience.
Bert Vining sawed wood for Hiram
Mrs. Emily Nash ha® returned to years of age her parents moved to
tism Are Really Due to W eak
her home in Auburn after passing a Wisconsin where about two years Vining with his gasolene engine last
K'dneys.
later Hannah became the wife of week, and. W illie Cushman sawed
few weeks with friends in town.
J. Lewis York, proprietor of York
Is it rheumatism?
Two children were Chas. Sanborn’® wood pile last Thurs Camp®, Loon Lake, was in town last
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Ladd: started David Clough.
Not every pain is.
Tuesday morning for North Abb in g- born o f this union, Lida Rand Clough day with a gasolene engine.
week and made a cad at tlie Maine
Weak
kidneys let uric acid collect.
Mrs.
I.
H.
Buker
and
Alfes.
Aliniriile
who
died
some
25
years
ago
in
St.
ton, Maes., where they will spend
Woods office.
Uric acid causes many queer pains.
the summer and Mr. Ladd will! work Paul, Minn., and Gecrgianna Clough,, Buker were calliens at Alir. arid Airs.
Air. York has been a patient at
In the thigh it’s sciatica;
who died in Wisconsin aged five C. T. Sanborn's' last Thursday.
fer his brother.
Beil’s hospital in Strong for a short
In the back, lumbago;
J.
H.
Buker
recently
purchased
weeks.
David
C’ougk
died
20
years
Miss Alice Hunter, who is teaching
time, having been confined to has
In the nerves, neuritis.
five
cows
of
L.
M.
Newman.
at Jay, spent the week-end with her ago and two years later his widow
bed at home previously for a week
Gout, gravel, dropsy are
uric
Everri
Acker
went
to
Carthage
last
married
Arnos
P.
Kinney
cf
M'adrid,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Hunter.
or ten days, an experie jc ©
entirely
troubles.
week.
Miss Leola Worthley ha® returned Alaine. Since Air. Kinney’s death 11
new for Lewis, but he was on his
When you suspect the kidneys use
home from Arlington, Mass., where years ago, Mrs. Kinney has made her
way home and feeling like a ‘‘new
Doan’s Kidney Pills—
she has done dressmaking the past home witli her only granddaughter in
man” ,
MADRID
The home-recommended remedy.
Canton, Mass.
few years.
Mr. York will be a little rushed
Phillips testimony is the
best
Dr. and Airs. C. W. Cunningham
for the next few weeks on account of
proof.
this illness but when the guests be
April 10.
K E E P Y O U R S K IN C L E A R
AND
Read this Phillips man’s story:
Tlie death of Warren llimiLley gin to arrive at camp they will find
H
E
A
L
T
H
Y
.
T A K E N W IT H C R O U P
John A. Fraser, Phillips, says; “ I
everything
in
readiness
for
their
en
which
occurred
at
his
home
in
MaidThere is only one way to have a
“A few nights ago one of my pat
suffered a great deal from rheuma
rid village last Monday removes from joyment and comfort.
rons had a child taken with croup,” clear, healthy ccttnipJexion ard that is
tic pains in my back and limbs and
The
new
town
road
which
has
been
our
midst
am
oil'd
'resident.
His
writes Al. T. Davis, merchant, Bears- to keep the bowels active and regu
sometimes I thought I could not en
Dir. King’® New Life Pills will neighbors and friends extend most built directly to the garage will be dure them.
vihe, W. Va.
'‘About midnight he lar.
The secretions
from
greatly
appreciated
by
the
guests
and
sincere sympathy to hi® bereaved
my kidneys were in bad shape.
I
cam© to my store and bought a bot make your complexion bealt'l y and
will be a great convenience.
|famiiry.
tried many ways to get relief, but
tle of Foley’s Honey and Tar Com ! clear, move fine bowled® gently, ofciffnMr.
York
has
every
encouragement
F. A. Richard son, who returned
pound.
Before morning the child ! ulate the liver, cleanse tine system
nothing helped me until I got Doan’s
|from Boisiton some four weeks since, for a big season’s business.
and
purify
the
blood.
A
splendid
Kidney Pills at Preble’s Drug Store.
was entirely recovered.” Many such
25^. at youir Drug- where he suffered severely from: an
It didn’t take them long to rid me
letters have been written.
Floyd E. spiring miedicime.
attack of pneumonia, is. gaining very
I gist.
of the trouble.”
Parker.
fast.
Over three years later Mr. Fraser
Weston Lufkin, came from Lewis
said:
‘‘I gladly confirm my former
ton last week, where he underwent
endorsement of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
an operation for appendicitis.
I haven’t had any kidney trouble
Archie Lufkin, who, has: been very
since.”
Mr.
Henry
H.
Roelofs,
a
member
ill with the grilp,, iis still confined' to
Price 50tf, at all dealers.
Don’t
the house, but iis reported' to be gain of tlie Oquossoc Angling Association
simply
ask
for
a
kidney
remedy—
fell
dead
Alaroh
28tlx
at
the
Plaza
ing slowly.
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
Airs. Seymour Bierry still remains Hotel, Buenos Aires, Argentine.
Foster-AfilMr. Roelofs has been a visitor to that cured Mr. Fraser.
very poorly a® a result of the grip
from' wlhicib she has suffered the last Maine for many years and many in bnm Co., Props., Buffalo, ,N- Y.

TWO GOOD REMEDIES

SADDLEBACK
LAKE CAMPS

IMPROVEMENTS
AT YORK CAMPS

DEATH OF WELL
KNOWN SPORTSMAN

THE PARCEL POST

enables country residents to trade
with us by mail. When you need
anything in the drug line— come in
person, ’phone or write.
FLOYD E PARKER,
Store
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

SUNDAY HOURS: II A. M. to 12 M.

PHILLIPS, MAINE

5 P. M. to

6 P. M.

THE STORE W H E R E Y O U R T R A D E IS APPRECIATED,

month.
The citizen®
H IS

AGE

IS

this section as well as in other
of .Aladrid are very states will be pained to learn of Iis
death.
A G A IN S T

H IM

‘‘I am 52 years old and I have
been troubled with kidneys and blad
der for a good many years,” writes
i Arthur Jones, Allen, Kams. ‘‘ATy age
is against me to ever get cured, but
|Foley Kidney Pill® do me more good
Ithan anything I ever tried.” Rheu
matism, aching back, shooting pains,
stiff joints, _irregular action, all have
been relieved.
FilOyd E. Parker.

P R O T E C T SCH O O L C H IL D R E N

M APLE C A N D Y
at

Aleas-els, scarlet fever and whoop
ing cough are prevalent among school
children in many cities.
A common
Maine
edd never should be neglected as it Phillips,
weakens the system so that it is not
Special for one week Click’s
in condition to throw off more serious
diseases.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Cabaret Mints 13c pound, two
is pleasant to take, acts quickly, con
pounds 25c.
tains no opiates.
Floyd E. Parker.

Whitney’s Pharmacy

M A iN E

10

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , A P R I L 13, 1916.

land; John E. White, Worcester, A
Mass.; T. L. Sullivan, W. R,, Otis,
H. iS. Packard, A. E. Marden, A. M.
,Smairt, P. H. Garvin, Boston; Mrs.
E C. Furbish, Kenmebugo; J. p.
Cameron,, A. Craig, G. F. Fletcher,
Bangor; Wm. Arsenault, Laingtowm;
Chas. Wood, Bluehilt; Geo>. W. Me*
Key, Norway; Jos. H.
Shiksallafy'
Lawrence, Mass.; Wm. J.
Cowan,
Merle A . Tamer, Read field; Rex C.
Kelley, Skowhegan; W. H. Littlefield
Saco; W. S. Keniniston, Rockland; jj
J. B, Lane, Watervilie ; Mrs. A. B.
Gilman, Miss Gladys Gilmian, Brad
ford, Mass.; F. L. Wilder, Miss Liz
zie E. Bass, Wilton; Mr. and Mrs.
G. A. Proctor, Condon Procter, Rangeley; F. M. Hammond; Phillips.

SJLL

SDCDNY
REG

PAT OFF.

rmwa

fp*h |

|[>t 1iff 11i
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IN F O R M A T IO N

B n y lo u r K e r o s e n e
,\ y h e r e f e u S e e T h i s S i ^ i i

Housework is trying on health and
strength.
Women are as inclined to
kidney and bladder trouble as men.
Aching back, stiff, sore joints and
muscles, blurred vision, puffiniess
under eyes, should be given prompt
attention.
Foley Kidney Pills re
store healthy action to irritated kid
neys and bladder.
Floyd E. Parker.

STANDARD 01LC0.KN.Y
SAFEST and BEST

I

T

is the S ocon y sign— displayed by all dealers who
(S o -C O -n y ) Kerosene Oil.

FOR W O M EN

sell genuine S o co n y

No. Franklin
Marble Works

A good product is worth giving a name to.
Accordingly, we have given the
trademarked name Socon y to our best grade o f kerosene oil.
A sk for S oco n y
and you are sure o f getting the best.
Every gallon o f S ocon y Kerosene conforms to certain fixed standards of quality.
A n d quality is just as important in kerosene as it is in any ot the other things
you buy from your grocer— sugar, or flour or butter.

Phillips, Maine.

Monuments, Headstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
Cemetery W ork o f all Kinds

S oco n y Kerosene is free from dirt or other impurities, burns with a clear full
flame, and does not make wick crust.
It is so much better than ordinary kero
sene that it is decidedly worth asking for.

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Say “ S o co n y ” to the grocer’ s boy when he comes to take your oil can. Look
for the S oco n y sign in the window o f the grocery, hardware or general store
where you buy your kerosene.

PHILLIPS

-

ME.

All orders by mail or in person
promptly attended to.

It is a quality sign and one o f the easiest ways to recognize a reliable dealer.
W e recommend the following oil burning devices as the best o f their kind: N ew
Perfection O il Cookstoves and W a te r Heaters, Perfection Smokeless O il Heaters,
R ayo Lamps and Lanterns.

Phillips Hardware Co.
H e a d q u a r t e r s fo r everything
in th e h a r d w a r e line

Standard Oil Company of N ew Y ork
N EW YO RK— BUFFALO

b -:

^

1

1■

1-L ■

■■ ‘ I ' f q .

Principal Offices

' 1

Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith's
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,

A L B A N Y -B O S T O N

Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport-ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.

I---..................................................... ................................. *

We buy for the lowest spot ca6h
prices and give our customers the
benefit of the same.

MRS. COLE CATCHES
A BIG TURTLE
Exciting]Week at Magnolia Springs
—Golf Ball Lands in Alliga
tor’s Jaw.
Magnolia Springs, Fila., April 1,
1916.—What between, Joseph Nichols
of Dayton, O., driving a gollf ball in
to the jaws of am alligator; Mrs. C.
A. Cole, of Maine, catching a green
turtle; Bert Delaney, of New Roch
elle, N. Y., seeing snakes anid Alfred
Thomas, of this place, discovering
the den of a 14-foot bull alligator,
this has been a wieek of •‘thrillers”
for the guests at Magnolia Springs
Hotel.
At the afternoon tea parties,
the guests now have plenty of diver
sions from the routine conversation.
As Mr. Nichols drove (hi® ball
from the first tee lie ‘ ‘hooked’’ it,

CURED OF WORMS

with the result that it went in the
direction of an inlet of the St. John’s
River.
His negro caddy hoy, in hot
pursuit, suddenly fell over in fear.
When Nichols caught up to him lie
observed that a two-foot aligatcr
was making off with the golf ball.
He lost no time in. killing the ani
mal by a crack over its head with
his driver.
Mrs. Cole, who is the wife of C.
A. Cole, manager of the hotel, was
walking towards the pier when she
observed the turtle.
She picked up
a piece of wood and drove the turtle
under some planks at the river’s edge
Calling for- help.
“Ambrose,”
the
negro porter rushed down with a
shovel and they succeeded in digging
out the snapper, which weighed 110
pounds.
When Manager Cole beheld his
wife’® prize he said it would be
worth $200.00 on Broadway, but the
guests insisted that they preferred
real homemade green turtle soup, so
the chef was ordered to do Ms best.
Mr. Delaney, who plays juvenile
leads fer the Thanhouser Film Co.,
was with a party of friends including
George Foster Platt, Boyd, Marshall,
James J. Dunne and Bert Williams.
They had been inspecting thie excav
ation of an ancient Indian mound;
when Delaney, with an ©ye for the
beautiful, started out to pick some
wild roses.
Suddenly his friends
saw him leap up in the air and
shout:

Familiar signs of worms in children
are: Deranged stomach, swollen upper
lip, sour stomach, offensive breath, hard
and full belly with occassional gripings
and pains about the navel,
pale face of leaden tint, eyes
heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose
itching of the rectum, short
dry cough, gri ding of the
“ St. Patrick, if you love me, to the
teeth, little red points stick”
Trade Mark ing out on tongue,rescue!
starting
during sleep, .slow fever. If your
child the matter?” called Platt.
“ What’s
shows any of these symptoms, start
“ I saw two snakes,’’ replied De
using Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family
laney.
Laxative and Worm Expeller at once.
“ If you said one, we’d believe
“ My little son is gaining every day
and I think more o f Dr. True’s Elixir you,” rejoined Platt, as the crowd
than all other such medicines put to yelled with laughter.
gether,” writes Mrs. Ida Gagnon of
The existence of a big bull ajligator
Manchester, N. H.
up the creek bias been evident for
At your druggist’s, 35c, 50c and $1.00.
some time owing to its bellowing.
Advice free. Write me.
Hunting parties have ' .sought it in
vain but the -other might Mr. Tlnom.es
AUBURN, MAINE
led a party which succeeded in locat

t

ing its lair, hut Mir. Alligator had state’s engineers who have now in
gone visiting and the party was dis spected the majority of them, re
port that these conditions are not
appointed.
serious and the spots will return to
Mr. and Mrs. Cole, wiho have for their norm ail. shape after the frost
What few
several years Qiad the Mingo Sip-rings gets out of the ground.
hotel and camps on Rangelfey made bad breaks have resulted from the
A L L KINDS OF
many friends among the tourists who exceptionally severe winter can easily
be
repaired
without
great
cost.
will be glad to .hear of their success
The Maine State Highway Commis
in Florida and hope they will return
sion has commenced work on the
to Maine for the summer.
last remaining uncompleted section
of the State Highway between Ports
mouth, N. H., and Portland and this
construction will be pushed forward
so that the entire rood from the New
Hampshire line to Portland will be
completed and open to traffic by
Maine Highway Commission Will July 1,
Phillips,
Maine
The Highway Commission is also
Have Road Open to Traffic
and
making preparations on all of its
STRONG - MAINE.
by July 1.
state road work to begin operation®
just as soon as the frost comes out
Warnings have been issued by the of the ground and conditions will
Maine Automobile Association regard permit.
ing the present condition, of all high
ways throughout the state outside
of city streets and improved roads of
Office over National Bank.
the so-called permanent type. At the
present time the frosT is coming out
Phillips,
Maine
cf the ground and automohilists are
Both ’ Phones
very likely to get mired and possibly
— --------------------------------------- —|
(Special to Maine Woods.)
to sustain, serious damage to their
Rangeley,
Ajpril
5.—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
machines on account of the bad road
J. BLAINE MORRISON
conditions.
The majority of people W, R. Crowell, Gab© Wairren, Oquossoc;
A.
L.
Savage,
Raymond
Savage,
undoubtedly are aware c,f this fact
but so anxious is the average motor Green’s Farm; H. T. Lowell, R. A.
ist to get out in. the spring that he Scannell, Chas. Barker, C. L. Young,
takes a chance and in a majority of A. R. Knight, P. iS. Bridkett, G. S. Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life In«cr*»«
cases .has1 to suffer the consequences. Goudy, F. L. Keating, I. L. Morris,
Reports received by the Touring Frank C. Bibber, J, S Sunderland, W .
Bureau of the Maine A. A. indicate W. Morse, Wesley W. Bates; E. F.
that the majority of unimproved Hayden, Miss Lena F. Bass, Port-

Phillips Hardware Co.

FURNITURE

WARNINGS HAVE
BEEN ISSUED

C. F. Chandler & Son,

ARRIVALS AT
RANGELEY TAVERN

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

A ttorney - a t - Law

Dr. W . J. Carter,

reads are now in very bad condition
and should be avoided for the next
two weeks at least.
The. improved road®, however, such
as the bituminous macadam highway
between Portland and Brunswick, the
concrete highway between Portland
and Scarboro, and the other perman
ent road®, came through' the winter in
excellent condition.
Many cf them
“ heaved up” considerably but the

CUT

T H IS

O U T — IT
MONEY.

IS

W OR TH

s’ ip, enclose with 5(£ to Foley & Co..
Chicago, 111., writing youir name, and
address clearly.
You willil receive In
return, a trial, package
containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
for bronichdatt coughs, colds, and
croup; Foliey Kidney Pills, and Foley
Cathartic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.

DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings by

5000 Cords”
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp*
wood wanted, delivered at any static
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. Rbetween Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and Salem.

A. W. M cL e a r y , Phillips, Me
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ed, Arden,© Bweetsieir and O. C. Dolbier.
,j b . Voter was appointed
member of State W ide Committee on
Good Roads.
Following tilue lead of
the Lisbon. Falls Board of Trade res
olutions refusing to indorse a move
HighSchool To Have Orchestra— ment for shortening thie number of
weeks of isidboci were adopted by the
Longley Appointed Road
Chamber.

COMMITTEES FOR
CENTENNIAL

The annouincement was made at
the evening meeting o f the Baptist
church Sunday, A prill 2, of the death
(Special Corre&oondence.)
on March 9, of Rev. Abram E. Saund
Ki.ngfip.ki. April 10.— Four or five ers at his home in Mayviile, Michi
Mr. Saunders was 52 years
inches of damp snciw f ef.il Thursday gan.
night and Friday which made fairly of age and was pastor o f the Free
Baptist church in Kingfield about ten
good sleighing.
Airs. Saunders (survives.
At a meeting o f the selec tnuen, yeans ago.
Thursday, April 6, C. J. Lon,gLey was
Tilue installation o f officers
o,f
appointed road commisisiiouer,
and A lhambira Lodge, K. of P., took place
Orrea Tufts was appointed sealer of Tuesday evening, April 4 at K. of P.
ball.
The rank o f page was conr
weig'hts and measures.
ferred
on
Lee Lufkin.
District De
Ed King of Skowh©gan, game ward
en, visited. Butler, Hid and Safford puty Grand Chancellor Walter G. Dar
ponds Saturday accompanied
by rell o f Strong installed the following
C. C., J. E. Voter; V. C.,
Ralph Nichcls as guide, the purpose officers-:
being to look over the beaver situat R. A. W illiam s; K. o f R. '& S., O. W.
ion and see what can be done to re G ilbert;)'M . o f F., S. D. Moores; M.
of E., L. F. Hutchins; Prelate, L. A.
move thenr from these ponds.
Thomas; M. o f W., Alfred Moores; I.
The four-act Crania “ Down in
G., Emery Streeter; O. G., Frank
Maine” will be given at French’s hall
Pinkham.
Herbert Walker is repre
Friday evening, April 14, under the
sentative to the Grand Lodge he’d
auspices of the Ladies’ Aid o f Grace
ia Bangor the 3rd Wednesday
in
Iniversalist church.
Following are
May and C. R. Vose, alternate.
those taking part:
L. P. Hosley,
For some time the Kingfield High
Percy Wilber, Cecil Thompson, Dale
Potter, Dana Tufts, Ronald Stevens, school has been taking steps toward
Asa Small, Dean Davis, Eva Thomas, the organization cf a High school or
New and added interest
Mrs. Katharine Porter, Appliia Stan chestra.
has
been
manifest
this spring and
ley, Lucile Vose.
quite a number of the High school
At the regular monthly business
pupils and several from the Gram
meeting of the Kimgfteld Chamber of
mar school are working for this pur
Commerce Monday evening, April 3, pose.
Primdifpuli Hosley lias hired
the following Centennial Celebration
several- needed musical instruments,
Committees were announced by the which together with the lessons Mi.!1
Executive Committee, the first three be paid for from the musical fund al
flaring been previously ch osen : Exe
ready on hand.
Later other musical
cutive Committee, Dr. O. W . Sim recitals- wMil be given-.
These who
mons, J. E. Voter, L. L. Mitchell; are now practicing for the orchestra
Advertising Committee, W. P. Wat are:
Violins, Irving Stevens, War
son, A. C. Woodard, I. L. Ethridge; ren Eld-ridge, Moss Mabel Fu-rrough,
Committee on Gov. King
Memorial Clyd-e Knapp; cornets, Deane Davis,
Pond, Miss Led ha Hunmewell;
Com Kendric Libby; clarionet,
Clifford
mittee on Finance, H. S. Wing, E. E. Stevenis; drums, Charlie Dolbier, Asa
Jenkins; Committee on Horse Rac Small; cello, Leiland Page; ba-ss viol,
ing, R. L. Kimball;
Committee on Dale Potter; piano, Miss Beulah- Ir
Tianeportation, F. N. Beal, A. C. win and others cf the High, school
Woodard; Committee on Drama, L. girls.
P. Hosley; Committee on Music, S.
The Grammar school is composing
J. Wyman; Address of W elcome, H.
a small orchestra for graduation and
S. Wing; Historic-ail Address, O. C.
will render one or two selections-.
Dolbier. Two members were admrittThose who make up the orchestra
are Cecil Knapip, violin; Kendric Lib
by, cornet; Emil Winter, piano; Char
PR O B A TE N O T IC E S .
lie Dolbier, drum®.
Later there will
At a Probate Court held at Far b° others.
The following pregram was pleas
mington, in and for the County of
ingly
rendered at the entertainment
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
March, in the year of our Lord one given by the ladies of Grace U-nivarthousand nine hundred and sixteen, saJii&t church Tuesday evening, April
Instrumental music, Miss Emma
tiie following matters having been 4:
Dolbier; song, chorus; reading, Miss
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
NOTICE.
given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be
The subscriber hereby gives notice
published three weeks successively i
that she has been duly appointed ex
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
ecutrix of the last will and testa
lished at Phillips, in said Coun
ment o f Nathan H. ELli-s, late of Ran
ty, that >they may appear at a Pro geley, in the county of Franklin,
bate Court to be held at said Far- deceased, and given bonds as the
mijgton, on the third Tuesday
of law directs.
All persons having de
April, A. D., 1916, at ten o ’clock mands against the estate of s-aid de
ir the forenoon, and be heard there ceased are desired to present the
on if they see cause.
same for settlement, and all indebt
Loriin N. Haley, Hate o f Rangeltey, ed thereto are requested to make
deceased. Petition for probate
of payment immediately.
will presented by Lizzie J. Haley, ex
Bertie E. Ellis.
ecutrix naamed therein.
February 15, 1916.
James H. Newman, Date o f Weld,
deceased.
Petition for probate
of
N O T IC E .
will presented by Orbetus PhdiMlips,
ecutnix named therein.
The subscriber hereby gives notloe
George N. Coburn, late of Weld, that she lias been duly appointed ad
deceased.
Petition for probate
of ministratrix with the will annexed of
will presented by Henry W. CObum, the estate cf Fred Morton, late of
Mid letters issue without bonds as Phillips in the County of Franklin,
the will directs.
deceased, and given bonds as the
Herman O. Sargent, late o f Madrid, law directs.
AH persons having de
deceased.
Petition for probate of mands against the estate of said de
will presented by Samuel J. Sargent, ceased are desired to present
the
executor named therein.
same for settlement, and all indebted
Rose Adams, late of Rangeley, de thereto are requested to make pay
ceased.
Petition for administration ment immediately.
presented by Bernice B. Brackett.
Ida M. Morton.
Warren. Stevens, late of Rangeley, March 21, 1916.
deceased.
Petition fo.r license to
real ©state presented by Chiae. L.
NOTICE.
Hamden, admind st,rater.
Everline Sinnett, late of Weld, deThe subscriber hereby gives notice
c®a®ed. First account o f John N. that she has been duly appointed ad
Stenett, administrator.
ministratrix of the estate of Wil
William Coffren, o f Phillips.
Ac- liam True,
late of
Phillips
in
cou'nt of Cony M. Hoyt, guardian.
the county of Franklin, deceas
Harry F. Ramond of Rangeley, min ed, and given bonds as the Law
or. First account of A. M. Ross, directs. All persons having demands
Guardian.
against the estate of said deceased
Huey Ramond of Phillips, minor, are desired to present the same for
account cf A. M. Res®, guard- ( settlement, and all indebted thereto
iau,
are requested to make payment im
^ true copy.
mediately.
^ H. Thompson, Judge of said Court
Addle M. True.
Attest; Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
March 21, 1916.

Commissioner.

The ONLY Cream Separator
■V

The ONLY cream separator
with a Nickel Silver n o n -ru stin g
skimming device.

The ONLY cream separator
on which crank may remain
when operating by pulley on
opposite side.

The ONLY cream separator
adapted for thorougfi m echan
ical cleaning.
The ONLY cream separator
with a non-rusting guarantee.

The ONLY well-known cream
separator that skims Nature’s
way—cream rising to top, skim milk settling to bottom .

The ONLY cream separator
with a rustless bow l cham ber
liner.

The ONLY cream separator
to win a World’s Record for
closest skimming.

The ONLY cream separator
sanitary from top t o b o tto m ,
made possible by n o n —rusting
metal and superior
construction.

The ONLY cream separator
from whose bowl all the cream
can be recovered or “ flushed.”
A cream separator
w i t h so
many
“ ONLY” features
is surely w o r t h y
your special atten
tion and investiga-*
tion.
Go to a n y
dealer in other sep
arators and see if
you can find these
f e a t u r e s in their
machines.
Prove
these facts for yo u r
self. We will gladly
bring one out to
your place and dem
onstrate it. No ob
ligation to buy.

The ONLY cream
separator w i t h a
n e c k bearing ad
justable while run
ning.
The ONLY cream
separator with m e 
dium sized gears,
all enclosed and all
running in oil.
The ONLY cream
separator to which
the crank can be
attached to either
side.

W. W. MITCHELL,
Flora Norton; song, W. S. Stanley,
Misses Agnes and Appliia Stanley;
solo, Miss Beulah Irwin;
reading-.
Miss Lena Towsi’e y ; violin soio, W ar
ren Eldridge; reading, Miss Flora
Norton.; duet, Misses. Irwin and Furrough.; reading, Miss Lena. Tow sley;
music, ©bonus.
The attendance w as
good.
Mrs. Herbert
Walker w as
chairman of the committee.

TEMPLE
April 10.
Mrs. Olive Russell, who has spent
th<° winter at Kingfield, lias returnee
to bar home.
Her many friends are
gliad to have li.er back.
,Mrs. E. I. Kemiison., who has b een
very ill) f o r '.several weeks', is no b e t
ter, but is -sll'owily .failing with, but
llittlle hope of recovery:
Muchi sym 
pathy iLsf felt for her and her fam ily.
Mrs. Stanley of Farmington is l e r
nurse.
David Mainock of Pittsfield is visit
ing his brother, Joseplh Monadic.
T H E B LO O D IS T H E L IF E .

The blood is tine life becau.se it i®
the nutritive fluid.
If the blood b e 
comes very impure, the bones., tine
muscles and other ports of the b o d y
are impaired and1 finally become dis
eased.
Slighter variations in. t h «
quality o f the blood, such as a r e
often brought about by breathing t!.£=
bad air o f unventilated rooms, haveequally .sure though less plain ill e f
fects on the nervous system.
Persons that have any reason t o
believe that thieiir Mo.cd iis not p u r e
should, begin to take Hoad’s [Sarsapar
illa at once. This: medicine ha® dom e
more than any other in cleansing, e n 
riching and revitalliziing the blood and
giving strength and tome to all t ’:
organ,s and functions.
If yen want to be entirely satisfied...
insist on, having Hood’s.
Accept
substitute.

Phillips, Me.

Bernard Barker is having an at
ta ck of appendicitis, hut is better.
Mrs. Mary Norton of West Far
mington is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Dana Hamlin.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Goldsmith of
W ilton have been visiting her par
ents, Mir. and Mrs. Frank Welch..
Oa.rl Hamlin, ouir R. F. D. carrier,
is very .slick with a hard case of
grip.
Hi® substitute is Forest Ho
bart.
A severe snowstorm and blow rag-

ed all day Sunday, not cold but as
rough a day as we have had this
winter.
A storm Thursday night
gave good sliding Friday.
C. T. Hodgkins is running two
day crews-'and one night crew saw
ing birch..
He hag a Iiarge. amount,
estimated at nearly 2,000 cords.
N O T IC E .

As my wife, Eunice G. Perry, has
left my bed and board without a just
cause I will pay no bills contracted
A Warning—to feeil tired before by her after this date.
exertion 4® not Laziness—it’s a sign
Willard C. Perry.
th at the system lacks vitality, and Madrid, Maine, April 4, 1916.
needs the tonic effect cf Hood’s Sar
saparilla.
Sufferers should not de
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
lay.
Get rid of that tired feeling
W
O
O
DS
A
N
D
R
E
A
D
A
L
L
toy beginnmg to take Hood’s Sarsaipar
T
H
E
LO
C
AL
N
E
W
S
.
ilia today.

S P E e iA L SALE |
In order to reduce stock and make room for
new goods we shall give from 25 to 50 per cent
discount on our present stock o f

W ALL PAPERS
Small lots o f the most desirable patterns,
suitable for small sized rooms, at prices that will
be below “ your own price.”

c.
STRONG,

V

:
MAINE.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Summer’s
(doming
Why not be ready
w ith a n ew suit
and overcoat.
We are still offer
ing those all worst
ed fast color blue
serges at $15.00.
O ther suits
B ro w n s, G ra y s,
beautiful mixtures
$15.00 to $20.00.
See the new knitte x S p rin g over
coats made f r o m
knitted cloth
$16.50.
Boys’ Widow
Jones suits includ
ing blue s e r g e s
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00
Children’s wash
suits.
Complete line of
Spring and summer
apparel f o r m en
and boys.
A t the Clothing Store.

D. F. HOYT
No. 5 Beal Block

PHILLIPS,

M AINE

Agency for the
Universal Steam Laundry

Open Saturday
Evenings.

A regular meeting of North Frankliiin Pomona Grange, No. 22, P. of
H., wild he held, in Grange hall, Phil
lips, cm Thursday, April 20th at 10
o'clock, in the lor.©noon. Picnic din
ner.
Word has been received of the
death at Saco of Henry H. Hairtford,
who has for a number of years been
one of the ‘postal clerks on the run
between Farmington and Port1and.
He had many friends here and in
other Franklin county towns, having
formerly been on the narrow gauge
run to Phillips'. ’ Mir. Hartford had
pneumonia and was. ill but a short
time.
A charmingly
appointed dinner
was given at Riverton., Portland, re
cently in honor of Miss Barbara Nel
son of Vaughan street who returned
to her studies at Wheat cm. college.
Clovers were laid for ten in the red
room, with spiring flowers amd snap
dragons adorning the table.
The condition of Mrs. Earle Ed
wards, who is ill with consumption,
does not improve. Mrs. Cyrus Young
is caring for hler.
Mrs. Edwards’
mother from Farmington visited her
recently.
Mir. James. H. Kerr of Rumford
was in town last week.
Mr. and Mirs. Harry F. Beedy re
turned last week from, a few days’
visit in Portland, with their daughter,
Miss Ethelym.
They report her as
getting along finely in her training
course as a nurse.
Mrs. H. £. Austin entertained the
Christmas Present Club last Tuesday
afternoon.
In two weeks Mrs. C. F.
Chandler will be the hostess.
Mrs. H. H. Field went to Boston
on Friday of last week to visit
friends for a week or two. She will
also visit in New York before her
return.
Mrs. A. S. Reedy very pleasantly
entertained the meeting of the King’s
Daughters last week at her home,
which was largely attended.
Mrs.
W. V. Larrabee and' Daisy Daven
port, committee for the evening bad
arranged a pleasing program.
The
hostess served cake and coffee.
Fred Moulton,
principal of the
Grammar department ha® announced
the following graduating parts: Vale
dictory, Carl Beal, 96.94; salutatory,
Ralph McLeary, 96.38; third, position,
Malcolm Hardy, 94.33; fourth, Nina
Haines, 94..26.
S. G, Haley has recent’y sold Over
land ears to Levi Field, N. J. Ha kett and Haley & Field’, and they are
now in Farmington.
Tbs F'ie d and
Haickett cars are the 83 Model and
Haley & Field’s is the 75 Model. In
less than one year Mr. Haley has
sold 10 cars.
Mrs. Carroll E. Whitney and little
daughter Oif Fairbanks' visited her
sister, Mrs. Bert Rideout last week.
Louise Davenport is working for
Mrs. Nathami_ I To (tinker.
Mir®.
Castle, who lias been there returned
home on account of illness.
Timothy Dow of Boston, who had
been in town since last
Thursday
nocm setting up the soda fountain, in
Whitney’s Pharmacy, left town Mon
day for Swansibury, N. H., to set up
another fountain, for Puffer Mg. Co.
The rural scibco’is will begin April
24, with, the following teachers: Reed,
Marie,n
Sargent;
Bilethem,
patia
Moores; Prescott, Bertha I. Gulliv
er; Cushman, Fem e Gould ; Win ship,
Mildred Kemp ton; Ca’den, Hazel Sar
gent.
Hollis Holt has entered the em
ploy of the Belli Mfg. Co., a® hockkeeper taking Howard True’s place
who has gone on the railroad survey
and is now at Bigelow.
Dr Charles Cunningham of Auburn
wa®. in town. Friday.
Clarence Huff of Strong lias been
’n town, the past week.

C A N N O T P R A IS E T H E M

Mrs. Henry William® of Waterville
was the guest of her brother, N. J.
Hackett and family last week.
She
also visited relatives in Strong.
George S. Hobbs, vice president of
the Sandy River & Rangeley Lake®
railroad was in town last week, Thurs
day, on a business trip.
We have received a copy of Voh
1, No. 1 of the Boston Press C'lub
Reporter, a paper just issued by the
Boston Press Club, cf which Roy
Atkinson is president, and a very
good likeness of tlie above named
looks out to us fronx the first page.
The purpose of the publication is tc
bring the club, and its members clos
er together.

The Sedgeley
SPRING

Childrens’. Coats age 2-6
Misses’ Coats age 6-14
Little Girls’ and Boys’ Hats
Misses’ Hats
Ladies’ Suits
Ladies’Coats
Ladies’ Ready to wear Hats
Ladies’ Wool Skirts
TORY $ILL
Ladies’ Silk waists
Shirt Waist size 34 to 46
Mrs. S. F. Rrackley is quite ill. Middy Blouses 8 to 20 years
Her daughter. Lottie did not return
House Dresses

to her school in Strong this week.
Mrs. Wm. Moores visited Mrs. Carl
Grover last Tuesday.
Miss Wilana Moore, who has ' been
visiting on the Hill, returned to her
home in South Strong Tuesday.
Miss Marion Sargent, who has been
visiting friends in Kingfield, return
ed home Monday.
We are glad to report that Fannie
Braokley is gaining.
Her nurse
loft several days ago.
Sap has run well for the past
week and the sugar makers are busy
night and day.
In. a week’s time
Albert Sedgeley has made 300 ga1Ions
of syrup.

LAST MADRID

$2.50 and $31
$3.00, $4.50,5.1
50c and75
$1.00, $1.25 and$15,;,
$12.00, $15.00, $18,i
$6, $7, $8, $9, $10, $12, $13, $15, $i;
$1. i5, $2.50 and $3.{
$3.50 and $5,i'
$1.50, $3.00, $3,5

m

$1.00 and $1,5

DRESS GOODS
Shepard'Check black and white
White Dress Goods
A good^assortment of Percales

15, 25, 50, 75, c, $U
15, 20, 25,75

1212
- ;

SHOES
Ladies’ House Shoes for Comfort
Gun Metal Oxfords for School

$1.15

$2.00 and $3!
$2.50 and $3:
$3.00 to $5:

Pattent Leather Boots and Pumps
Orders taken for Boots and Shoes

MEN’S SHOES
Wilton and Waterville Shoes for Hard Service.
Wilton and Waterville Shoes for Dress Shoes.

RUBBER BOOTS

April 11.
J. W. Carlton of Phillips' was in
the place the first of the week lock Big bargains in Men’s Rubber Boots.
ing over Lumber land.
NOTE— MAPLE SYRUP $1.25 A GALLON.
Loren Welts of Dover, JN. H., is
visiting relatives and friends here
for a while.
Mrs. H. D. Hamden, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. S. L . Mecihr
am, returned to her home in Dryden Saturday.
FLc.ss.iia Gould returned
Saturday
nighit from the Sisters’ hospital in
Lewiston much, improved in. health.

Rubber Boots

EUSTIS
April 10.
Over a foot cf snow fell Sunday,
April 9.
School began here in town Mondlay,
April 10, with, the same teacher,s> as
last term, Miss Ham upstairs and
Olive Taylor down stairs.
Horace Potter and family, who have
lived liere this winter have moved
TO

R ID

C H IL D

OF

“ HIPRESS” the kind with the Red
Band at the top.
“ A better Rubber Boot than fathei
ever wore.”
$4.00 for Short.
$5.00 for Storm King.
Remember the Kind and remember
the Place to buy them.

C. M. HOYT,

W ORMS

Don’t scold the fretful, nervous
child.
Often, its due to worms. Get
ButtericR Patterns in StocH
rid of these by giving cue-hallf to one
No.
2
Beal
Block.
Phillips, Maine
Farmers’Tel,
lozenge Kickapoo Worm KilLer,
a
laxative wo,rm candy.
Give only ]
»ii«
plain nourishing food, lots of out- j to Kingman.
Mr. and Mr®. Percy Day lave re I
door exercise and put to bed early.1
turned home from New Vineyard and
Watch stools and continue giving
Strong, where they have been visit
Kickapoo Worm. Lozenges, they wri’l
25c
S Mustard Pickles,
positively remove the worms. 25?. at ing.
Mrs. E. A. Gordon is visiting liter | Beet Pickles,
2*1
Druggists.
niece, Mrs. Cecil. Blanchard at Strat I Sweet Pickles,
25c;
ton.
a Rhubarb,
Mrs. Bd Look has returned home I Beans,
25f|
35c!
from down river.
S Syrup,
C, E, Leavitt has got through, driv | Blueberries,
2*1
2x!
ing the stage.
Arthur Robertson is ■ Blackberries,
2*|
driving it at present.
AGooseberries,
25cl
Alien Dyer is visiting his brother, f Pears,
2J(.
Warren and family.
? Fiddle Head Greens,
| Beet Greens,
1

HOME CANNED;

The .
j;
•[Phillips National Bank;
Alterations on our build
ing are now completed
and we are again located
there.

EN O U G H

Many sfck and tired women, with
aches and pains, sore muscles and ;
stiff joints, do not know that their i
kidneys are out of order.
Mrs. A. j
G. Wells, Box 90, Route 5, Rocky j
Mount, N. C., writes: “ I am taking
Foley Kidney Pills and cannot praise
them enough fer the wonderful ben
efit I derived in such a short while.”
*
Fioyd E. Parker.

JPhillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

Garden and Flower Seeds
at

T O O ThA K ER ’S CASH STO RE

S U B S C R IB E N O W FCR M A IN E
W OO DS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .

F IR S T

RULE

OF GOOD

HEALTH

All schools of medicine agree that
it is necessary to keep the Lowe's
open and regular if one wishes to
enjoy good health.
Indigestion pois
ons the system and invites disease.
Foley Cathartic Tablets cleanse the
bowels without griping or nausea,
banish bloating, sweeten the stomach
and invigorate the liver.
Floyd E.
Parker.

JIM ROSS
Runs a restaurant
a barber shop
a pool room
on Depot Street.
OPEN AT ALL HOURS.

|BEAN'!
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AN?
POPLAR

Pulpwood delivered £
any point on line of Swt
River and Rangeley
Railroad.
H A L E Y & FIELD
Phillips,

0

